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SAM • MILANTA
sam millanta is SLUG’s shy and soft-spoken skate photographer. He 
also is one of the masterminds behind this season’s Summer of Death 
skate comps. Sam—a skate veteran of 15 years comes to us from Cedar 
City, uT. Known by his first grade students as Mr. Millanta, this newlywed 
holds many titles such as teacher, photographer and cancer survivor. 
With published photos in SLAP Magazine, Lowcard, PinkCrack and VICE, 
SLUG is proud to be another notch on the belt for Sam. 
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Dear Dickheads, 
i find it so interesting how utah’s sub- 
and countercultures so closely mimic 
the very mainstream culture they aim to 
resist and rebel against. 
Utah’s scenes are notoriously 
impossible to infiltrate, and that elitism 
and exclusivity is exactly what keeps the 
cycle going—when you’re on the outside 
jealously peering in, you bitterly hate 
on the snobs not accepting you; once 
on the inside yourself, you become the 
envied one who rejects others … and 
likes it. 
The make-up of each subculture here 
holds an eerie resemblance to the 
Mormon culture that makes up Utah’s 
mainstream: there are the hard-core 
insiders who only associate with other 
scenesters and scoff and those with 
different beliefs as them; there are those 
who engage in just enough activity to be 
associated with the scene, but do their 
own thing when it suits them; and there’s 
the “investigator”—trying to fit in, but not 
really believing in it yet.   
 The attitude of most of the alternative 
social scenes here, whether conscious 
or otherwise, is, “This is what clothes 
we wear.  This is what music we listen 
to, what people we associate with, 
where we socialize.  If you too choose to 
accept all these things—not which ones 
are fitting for you, but all these things—
then you are accepted here.  It is all or 
nothing.  If not all, you don’t belong and 
you are not welcome here.” 
This whole phenomenon gets the same 
reaction the Mormon community gets—
those on the outside are resentful and 
judgmental, feeling their only choice is to 
join or be lonely. 
 There’s got to be a way out of this 
cycle.  Sometimes I think it’s hard 
to meet people in Utah.  But I think 
it’s about way more than just finding 
someone to go out with on the 
weekends.  I want to feel that I belong 
to something that is meaningful to 

me.  A community of people similar to 
myself.  Where I can go and belong.  It’s 
a strong concept.  I just wonder how I 
can do this, and we as a community can 
do this, without it being at the expense 
and exclusion of someone else.   
      —Nellie Stone

Dear Nellie Bottom,
I’m guessing that the reason you 
submitted this sad, whiney little 
abortion of developed rhetoric, and 
sent it to Dear Dickheads at SLUG 
Magazine, is because you couldn’t 
begin to believe in this black and 
white Venn diagram of Salt Lake City 
that you’ve laid out, and therefore 
wanted to inspire some witty rebuttal 
to show to your narrow-minded, 
dimwit friends who planted this 
vision in your head to begin with. 
First of all, who says alternative 
social scenes? Did you move to 
Salt Lake and look up ‘up and 
coming alternative social scenes’ 
on Craigslist? What did you find? 
‘Fixed gear crew! We.hear-t e.e.Cu_
mm_ings!’ or ‘Proponents of Connor 
Oberst for President!’  Did you 
submit a resume for consideration? 
After rush week at your little urban 
scenester gang you probably had 
some head hipster honcho in tight 
pants and horn rimmed glasses sit 
you down in a worthiness interview 
and excommunicate you from the 
scene because you didn’t have 
Loveless on vinyl. Right? Everyone 
belongs to some demographic 
regardless of how markedly it stands 
out. When you start generalizing 
about groups you find yourself 
just as judgmental as those you 
accuse. If you want real friends, 
stop choosing them based on what 
clothes they wear, what music they 
listen to, what people they associate 
with and where they socialize.
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FREEDARTSALL THETIME!

DAALLAA
TIMTTITI 

Tues. $2.50 Domestic Stiens
Wed. $2 Domestic Pints

2115 S. State, SLC
TO GO ORDERS 466-0950

Live MusicFriday Nights!

Utah’s Best 
Garlic Burgers!

Sun. $3 Domestic Mini-Pitchers
and $3 Wings 

Karaoke Saturdays!
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Alternatively Wired: A 10-Year Anniversary 
celebration of Area 51 
By Ryan Michael Painter rein@davidbowie.com

While perusing the biography of your typical club owner it 
is unlikely that you’ll find many with a degree in biology and 
work experience in the fields of genetic engineering and 
computer programming. You’d be even more hard-pressed to 
find someone who has to repress his love for such things in 
order to focus on running a club. Alan moss isn’t typical, and 
then again, his club, Area 51, isn’t run of the mill either. It is 
somewhat surprising to learn that Area 51 is celebrating its 10th 
anniversary. Studio 54 only lasted nine years and it catered to 
the trends of the era. But Area 51 has stuck to alternative, 80s 
and has been there to rescue goth/industrial patrons when they 
found themselves marooned without a venue. 

While still in high school, Moss started DJing at church dances 
before moving on to more traditional stints at the Ritz and 
DV8. He also hosted weekly radio program, Cranial Circuitry 
on KRCL. In a pre-internet world it was an invaluable service to 
those who wanted more than to just scratch the surface of dark 
electronic music. After 15 years of sitting behind the controls, 
Moss recently turned the show over to Area 51’s dJ Viking 
who continues the tradition. 

SLUG: How did Area 51 come into being?
moss: I was looking for a building to do a club in and I had 
the opportunity to come DJ a night at the location Area 51 is 
now; it used to be called The Barbwire. We got all set up to 
do the night and we were getting the room organized and 
everything, and then the lady lost her liquor license. I had 
wanted to start a club anyway because I had been clubbing or 
involved in clubs since I was 14 or 15. I was the only one with a 

decent job so I went for it. 

SLUG: What kind of financial obligation was that? 
moss: It was a big risk; I put everything in my life 

on the line to open the club. I still worked my day 
job because I needed the income help supplement the 

club until it got going. i was working over 100 hours a week for 
about 10 months straight and that was really difficult. i would 
fall asleep driving home. Sometimes I’d sleep [at the club] 
because I’d be here until three in the morning and then I’d have 
to be at work at nine in the morning. Plus I was doing the radio 
show. i was kind of a zombie for the first 10 months. once that 
was over, i cut down from 100, 110 hours a week to 80 hours a 
week and it felt like I was hardly working.

SLUG: What kept you going?
moss: If you love what you are doing, it doesn’t seem as hard 
to do it. There aren’t a lot of jobs I would work that much for. 
But since everything I had was invested in the club, if it went 
out of business, I would have been bankrupt and would have 
lost my house.

SLUG: And a few months later you were up and running?
moss: [When we opened] I only had enough money to do the 
downstairs level, so we got the downstairs ready and it took 
off rather quickly because I had been involved mostly with the 
gothic/industrial scene through concert promotion and DJing 
for years. So most people, if they didn’t know me, they at least 
might have known who I was. So it was easy to drag everyone 
over to Area 51 from the Ritz. 

SLUG: At what point did you realize that you were going to 
make it?
moss: Halloween of 98’ was when we opened the upstairs 
and it was a phenomenal night. Within a month or so after that 
i could tell that things were going to be fine and i didn’t have to 
worry so much. A couple months after that I was able to leave 
the day job and focus on running the club. 

SLUG: You started out as a DJ, but I don’t remember you 
DJing at Area 51.
moss: Once the club started I got so busy trying to handle 
everything that I wasn’t able to DJ. Starting a club ended my 
DJing career. 

SLUG: In the past you did a lot of concerts, but seem 
to have moved away from live shows. Does it have 
anything to do with the success of your dance 
nights?
moss: I wish we could do more shows. You 
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do run into a little bit of trouble on your dance 
nights because you don’t want your loyal dance 

crowd to come down all the time and find out they 
have to wait an extra hour or two because it’s a band 

night so we try not to shift it around like that. It really takes 
dedicated promoters who want to come do shows. I had 

time for it at one time  to try and bring in bands and we’ve had 
people throughout the years who have done it. But for the 
smaller shows like this, it’s really hard to make money. I think 
people think concert promotion is full of money  and it can be 
in certain aspects, but definitely not on smaller shows where 
it’s kind of a labor of love. We’ve had a lot of dedicated people 
who have tried to promote things over the years and we’re just 
waiting for the next one to come along. I’d love to do more if I 
had someone who wanted to do more shows. 

SLUG: Not many clubs exist relatively unchanged for 10 years. 
What is it like to look back on it now?
moss: I feel really lucky that that’s happened. I’ve had a lot of 
great employees and I think we stick to what we do, whereas 
a lot of clubs try to hop on the latest trends. We kind of have a 
core philosophy of what we like and we’re more of alternative, 
80s, underground, industrial and gothic type music. We do play 
a touch of Top 40, but we try to shy away from it because that’s 
what other clubs try to do. 

SLUG: How has club culture changed since you were 14 or 
15?
moss: I think there’s a lot more to do. For me growing up it 
was either go out to a movie or go to a club. Now they can 
sit home and play video games, go buy a movie or sit on the 
Internet, and I think that’s affected the club industry a little bit. 
But for us we’re solid and strong, so I guess it hasn’t caught up 
with us yet.

SLUG: You’ve been known to hang posters for live shows not 
at Area 51. What kind of relationship do you have with other 
venues?

moss: Of course we compete with other venues, but there 
are also certain venues we try to help out. So if it’s a 

show that our customers would have an interest in, 

we try to let them know about it and, in turn, some of the 
other venues will hand something out to try and get people 
to come over here. So when the show is over, we can have 
an after party here and that works out great. There are some 
of us that respect each other’s clubs and nights, so I won’t 
intentionally start a night just the same as theirs to try and kill 
them and they won’t do the same to me. 

SLUG: Running a club in Utah can be a tricky business. Have 
you ever been involved politically?
moss: I mostly sit back, but I got involved once. It was 
around 2005 and i was kind of soured on the political process; 
I was naïve in the beginning. Basically you can voice what 
you want, but to really get what you want you pay a lobbyist 
and a lobbyist goes and gets it done. It sucks that that’s the 
way it has to be and I don’t like it that much, but we actually 
hammered out the dancehall permit because they were going 
to make all clubs 21 and older and that was kind of a fight, but 
there were people who understood the importance of it. I think 
it’s actually better to have kids in a club environment because 
if they aren’t in a club environment they’ll be at a friend’s house 
totally unsupervised. At least in a club there is security and 
staff looking after them.  

SLUG: What role do you see Area 51 playing over the next 10 
years?
moss: Hopefully, there will always be someone who wants an 
alternative to the mainstream, and we’ll be there for them. 

SLUG: Anything you’d like to say about the 10-year 
anniversary?
moss: i feel really blessed to have had this place for 10 years. 
It’s been a lot of hard work but I’ve had a lot of a lot of great 
people who helped out. Not only employees, but customers 
and other people in different businesses around Salt Lake.   

Area 51 celebrates its 10-year anniversary August 19th -23rd. 
Moss promises to showcase what Area 51 has been over the 
years with guest DJs from the past, prizes, performance art, 
a band or two and a few things Moss is keeping secret for 
a surprise. 

Alan moss, pictured outside his club, Area 51. the dance club celebrates 10 years this month.
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Pomp and Circumstance
 brings Salt Lake fashion to focus

by ryan Powers ryan@slugmag.com

one would be hard-pressed to find more 
functional friends with benefits than fashion 
and blogging—the constant flow of a wide 
variety of looks and styles from around the 
world are closely monitored and documented 
by a tight group of well-known fashion blogs.  
Both are universally criticized, and allow for the 
proliferation of terribly misguided creativity.  On 
the bright side, these fashion bloggers can be 
found wandering the streets of Paris, New York, 
Harajuku, Milan and everywhere in between, 
documenting the  best-dressed.  These blogs 
provide examples and inspiration for new 
fashions, unique combinations and upcoming 
trends. In addition to providing inspiration for 
those of us still trying to put together an outfit 
from what’s left of the clean laundry, fashion 
designers can immediately measure the depth 
of penetration of different looks throughout the 
world, with blogs basically providing a ‘what’s 
hot and what’s not’ without all of that pesky 
market research.

For those still trying to figure out how to dress 
themselves and their loved ones, street fashion 
blogs highlight the hippest of the hip in every 
locale—the who’s who of looking or dressing 
great in each locale of interest. Getting multiple 
features in a high profile blog is a surefire way 
to get universal praise and criticism from 
friends and enemies. Depending upon how 
amazingly creative you think you are, you may 
benchmark yourself against any number of 
regional or global fashion authorities.

It is unsurprising that the fashion-forward  
individuals among us would be familiar with 
Fruits (Japan), Facehunter (London/world) and 
Prada and Meatballs (Milan)––but what about 
Salt Lake? How does a fashion blog function in 
a small, landlocked, conservative state where 
fashionable is synonymous with last year’s 
mall looks from Ross? SLC Pomp, Salt Lake’s 
most prevalent fashion blog, relies on a clever 
mix of fashionable youth (i.e. hipsters) and an 
appreciation for outlandish looks of all types. In 
addition to this lack of preference for a particular 
trend, I was surprised by the authenticity and 
objectivity of the blog postings. The only bias 
is towards the interesting and new. The only 
hints of cynicism are firmly layered beneath 
a seemingly genuine appreciation for lycra 
bodysuits and elderly women that match 
everything. The more traditional around-town 
street fashion makes a regular appearance, 
as well as high profile fashion shows and 
design competitions. An appreciation for the 
art of fashion in all aspects is most definitely 
mold-breaking, and some of the highlights of 
the blog are often found in the pictures and 
commentary of the most eclectic of persons 
rather than the prettiest.

This approach is far more refreshing than 
Vice’s tired “Dos and Don’ts,” which, while 
occasionally hilarious, are little more than a 
purposeful attempt to fabricate the hipster 
cookiecutter or poke fun at a poor misguided 
soul. Ultimately, a comprehensive reading 
of SLC Pomp will leave you with absolutely 
no idea if a line exists between fashionable 
and absurd––no doubt inspiring designers 
and fashionistas to take some chances 
and creating innovative looks based on the 
clever mix of vintage, designer and everyday 
threads. 

Compared to the better-known fashion 
blogs, SLC Pomp stands up surprisingly well 
considering the actuality of the city’s street 
fashion compared to the flagships of fashion 
around the world.  In addition to running the 
blog, administrators marcela and thomas 
search from fashion shows to nightclubs to 
discover the true look of Salt Lake. Sources for 
anything from custom clothes, local designers 
and fabric stores are highlighted along with 
recommendations regarding the application. 
According to their blog, the focus of what they 
do is to “document fashion in and around 
Salt Lake City. We look for people who create 
their own visual styles.” Split between the  
www.slcpomp.com website, Myspace and a 
Flickr pool, there is no lack of content. One issue 
with SLC Pomp is that it is a bit disorganized—
with street fashion photos strewn across the 
Myspace site and Flickr pool, and the blog 
mostly providing commentary on the greater 
ideas of fashion and design. 

 

After perusing the fashion blogs of the 
world, I began to watch what everyone was 
wearing a little more closely. It turns out that 
no matter where you are, it seems the same 
percentage of people are truly “fashion blog” 
worthy.  Mind you, these people are often 
pretty concentrated, whether it be the trendiest 
neighborhood, hippest club or fashion district 
of a particular city, but all in all, the per capita 
remains the same.  The underlying purpose of 
the fashion blog for the rest of us is to highlight 
the creativity and art of style and design––not 
merely document the particular fashions of a 
locale or scene. With the explosion of user-
generated content, it was just a matter of time 
before we had more interesting places to look 
for fashion tips than the mannequins at the 
local mall. 

“We look for people who 
create their own 
visual styles.”
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by ryan Powers ryan@slugmag.com
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the midwest Paranormal conference as a Forum for 
Paranormal investigation
By Bryer Wharton
bryer@slugmag.com

Do you believe in ghosts? The Midwest Paranormal Conference, 
taking place at Ogden’s notoriously haunted Union 
Station on August 16th, may answer this and other 
questions such as “where could you go when 
you pass on?” The science of discovering 
spirits, ghosts or the paranormal is 
actively becoming exact and precise 
in its methods. Although paranormal 
research is not funded by 
universities or backed by deep-
pocketed corporations, it’s 
taking place all over the 
globe. Ghost hunters are 
out gathering evidence, 
developing and testing 
theories, using money 
from their own pockets 
and spending countless 
nights in dark and 
mysterious places. 
Then they closely 
examine their evidence, 
which takes more time 
than that actually spent 
gathering it. 

Utah is home to a 
large community of 
investigators who are 
uniting to share their 
evidence and ideas. This 
collaboration is an idea 
that tom carr, chair of the 
conference, is hoping will catch 
on. Carr, who has investigated the 
paranormal for over 20 years, is also 
the founder of Wasatch Paranormal, 
an investigating team that focuses 
on teaching the science of paranormal 
investigation to others. Carr co-founded www.
ParanormalUSA.org, a forum where investigators in the 
US and elsewhere can come to share information and swap 
theories or ideas. The site is also one of the main sponsors of the 
conference. Carr also hosts an Internet radio show/podcast with russ larsen of 
Paranormal Utah, called Residual Hauntings Live. 

The word paranormal literally means beyond normal or beyond the usual. There 
are many different methods to capture scientific evidence of ghosts and other 
paranormal activity. One of the most common types of evidence captured is the 
EVP (electronic voice phenomenon), when an audio recorder captures a voice 

that isn’t heard until review of the audio. The other forms of scientific evidence 
are thermal photographs and video, which can pick up hot or cold signatures 
that cannot be see by the naked eye. These types of evidence are a bit harder to 
capture, but the results can be astounding. It’s impressive to catch an entity on 
film because you can analyze and repeatedly view the ghostly apparitions. 

Carr says that there are three classes of people who are 
interested in the paranormal: “There are the thrill 

seekers, who typically wind up screaming and 
running the other way when they encounter 

something. A ghost hunter will go and 
experience something but not study 

it. A paranormal investigator, on 
the other hand, goes in and says 

“Wow, what was that?” and tries 
to figure out every possible way 

that could have happened 
— a loud noise, a door 

closing — then they try 
to recreate it and  figure 
out logically how it could 
happen. When they get 
to the point when there 
is no logical conclusion 
we say, okay, that’s 
paranormal.” 

A more altruistic 
motivation for 
paranormal 
investigating is also to 
help people in need. 

Carr’s team and others 
statewide provide free 

services for people who 
have strange activity in 

their homes and are either 
in distress as a result or are 

just seeking answers. Carr 
cites an example from a recent 

investigation at a family home where 
the children were distressed. He says 

that Wasatch Paranormal works to teach 
techniques to regain control of the space in 

these situations.

Carr hopes to dispel rumors and stereotypes about the 
paranormal. A common misconception about the paranormal 

is that many people think all spirits are negative. Carr explains that most 
activity isn’t negative at all, and that the entities or spirits present are just trying to 
find answers for themselves or the spirit trying to get attention. 

Speaking on the history of paranormal studies, Carr says, “Thomas Edison tried 
to invent a phone to talk to the dead. The Egyptians and the Native Americans 
have all tried to talk to the dead. That’s how long people have been investigating 
the paranormal. i would say over the last five or six years, more evidence has 

tom
 Carr, founder of Wasatch Paranormal and chair of the fi rst midwest paranorm
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been gathered than in the hundreds of years people have been doing it in the 
past.”

Recent technological advances have resulted in sophisticated tools that can help 
the investigation process. Common equipment used on investigations includes 
tape and digital recorders, camcorders, night vision, infrared, thermal imaging 
cameras and electromagnetic field detectors. The most intriguing type of these 
detectors is the K2 meter, which has a set of lights and when a presence is 
detected, you can ask yes or no questions and get a response by the blinking 
of lights. The theory behind the electromagnetic field is that a spirit is made up 
of pure energy, the higher the field, the more likely something paranormal is 
going on — but are these tools, some of which are extremely expensive, really 
necessary to be an investigator?

“For somebody starting out with investigating they don’t need cameras, they 
don’t need recorders, the only thing you really need is the desire and the 
willingness to accept something that is strange and abnormal,” says Carr.

Although Carr often advises caution to newcomers, he is worried about the 
sudden surge of ghost hunters with little to no experience, and is afraid the 
novices could get hurt. Carr says, “I’ve done some negative investigations. I’m 
really worried, that somebody is going to say ‘I want to be a ghost hunter’… and 
they’re going to go in [a haunted house] and start provoking and trying to piss 
an entity off and it’s going to cause more issues.” 

Carr goes on to explain that the conference is set up to be a resource for people 
not only already involved in investigating, but also for newcomers to find answers 
and learn how to properly investigate.

The Midwest Paranormal Conference is the first of many paranormal conferences 
to take place in Utah. Utah’s paranormal investigators, and anyone interested in 
learning more about utah’s ghostly inhabitants, will assemble in a building filled 
with history and tragedy of its own. Along with the attendees, some interested 
ghosts will surely be watching, listening and hopefully communicating with those 
who seek them out.

According to Carr, Utah’s paranormal community is one of the largest in the 
nation, yet Carr says, “Most of the groups here in Utah are very closed-door 
––they’ve had a lot of problems.” He emphasizes that the conference is an 
opportunity to expand communication within the Utah community and hopes it 
will foster a new and more open attitude toward discussion of paranormal topics.

Carr realizes that the general public seems to be more interested in these topics 
lately, thanks to television shows such as the Sci-Fi Channel’s Ghost Hunters 
gaining popularity. “I think since Jason hawes and Grant Wilson and Ghost 
Hunters got started on TV, people have become more interested in ghosts. I 
have always wanted to be in a group or a community that was more open, that 
shared evidence. I honestly feel like that is our next step.” Carr said. The groups 
have a common goal: finding answers about the paranormal. Carr hopes that the 
conference will let people open their minds to new ideas.

The conference will feature several speakers. Renowned author specializing 
in the paranormal, rosemary ellen Guiley, will talk about “dark shadows,” a 
frequent paranormal occurrence that investigators encounter. todd sheets, cult 
indie-horror movie director/producer who runs the Internet forum Nightwatchers, 
will talk about bringing in unity among investigators. serenity moore, a Salt 
Lake City-based psychic/medium, will likely arouse debate among investigators, 
many of whom have strong beliefs that evidence gathered should be collected 
by scientific means only. 

To close out the conference, a drawing will be held––every ticket purchased 
for the conference enters you in the drawing. The winners will be invited to go 
on a ghost hunt that night at Union Station, lasting until the early hours of the 
morning with all of the speakers and seasoned paranormal investigators from 
the conference. There is also a package deal with which any individual who can 
bring in 20 tickets will be guaranteed a spot on the hunt that night. 

“I can almost bet the people that go to this conference will have some 
paranormal experiences even during the day. I’m excited about it — we’re going 
to have about 450 people in the building pumping up the energy all day talking 
about ghosts, getting the spirit up and then we’re doing the hunt that night until 
2-4 o’clock in the morning,” Carr says,\ “I know we’re going to catch and see 
some amazing stuff.”

Tickets for the Midwest Paranormal conference, Aug. 16th at ogden’s Union 
Station, can be purchased online at www.midwestparacon.com for $30 a person. 
interested vendors can purchase a booth spot for $30 as well.
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Alex Johnson – Drums
Josh Hardesty – Guitar/Vocals
Justin Wilson – Bass
Kory Quist – Guitar/Vocals

Friends often make the best band mates, but sometimes they make the worst. 
Take for example Nine Worlds, a group of musicians that have traveled, fought 
and esteemed one another for two years. After a recent incident with a pink dildo 
that forced one of the members out of the band, they have regrouped and have 
rededicated and refocused their energy into playing the heaviest and darkest music 
they know how to. They are in their honeymoon phase and seem to have found a 
sense of Zen    . All the skunky-sour diesel doesn’t hurt either.

SLUG: Give me a brief history of the band.
nW:  Josh and Alex started the band two years ago while Josh was studying music 
engineering at the Seattle Art Institute. When Paris Green broke up, Justin decided 
to join Nine Worlds and moved to Seattle. Nine Worlds went through a few line-up 
changes while living in Seattle and replaced Tyler with donny miller. Then in the 
summer of 2007 Nine Worlds and XUr went on a two week west coast tour. This 
is when they met Kory who played bass in XUR at the time. Josh graduated and 

Nine Worlds

localized
By Andrew Glassett 
andrew@slugmag.com

Get your black t-shirt ready, August 8th’s Localized is going to be a 
plague-driven experimental metal fest. reviver will open and Pilot this 
Plane down and nine Worlds will make sure that no ones leaves without 
transcending space or time. Well maybe space, not time. Either way, Urban 
Lounge (a private club for members) will host, and you would be a complete 
mooncalf to not experience so much talent for a mere five bucks. in a spirit 
of reverence, i talked with Pilot and Nine Worlds to figure out what the hell is 
going on in hell these days.

Nine Worlds made the move back to SLC.  Back in SLC, Nine Worlds went through 
another line-up change, teaming up with Kory on guitar and vox, and are now in full 
force. 
  
SLUG: It seems to be a trend in metal-related music to have a theme or some sort 
of concept driving the music. What is the concept for your band? 
nW: Well, music is art and art is the imitation of life, so I guess you could say that 
LIFE is the theme of our music. Not to mention that the world around us is going to 
shit, so I guess a lot of our drive in writing music and lyrics is the failing world that we 
see everyday. Everybody is fucked, and it’s too late to turn back. 
  
SLUG: Why have you chosen to be a musician? Why not express yourself in some 
other way? 
nW:  We all grew up with music being a huge part of our lifes. Back in the day, we 
went to shows because we didn’t fit in with the jocks or cool kids, we needed our 
own thing to relate to. Shows and music were the only place we felt comfortable and 
accepted. 
So with that being said, we play music because we have to, it runs through our 
veins.  
  
slUG: What is the plan for recording? 
nW: We just finished pre-production on a four-song demo with Andy Patterson, 
and we got a few more songs in the works. We hope to to be ready to record a full 
length next spring, and hopefully it will get picked up by a label. 
  
SLUG: What ties you together as a band?
nW: Living in Seattle for two years was quite the challenge. Five dudes in a shitty 
two bedroom cockroach-infested apartment. We were broke, working shitty jobs 
and all the while trying to write, record and tour. Then there are the many tour stories 
about breaking down in the middle of nowhere, getting into fights with band mates, 
good shows and making new friends. Couldn’t ask for more.

Nine World’s demo songs are currently on their myspace (myspace.com/
ninexworlds ). Be prepared for post-metal delicacies, including a chilling clip of the 
slaying of a false prophet from there Will be blood.
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Matt Wigham – Drums
Jason Weidhauer – Bass
Sean Miller – Guitar/Vocals
Chris Clement – Guitar/Vocals

It seems like bands always have that one short and/or squatty and/or ugly member 
that just seems to hold everyone back – usually the bass player or the drummer. Not 
so for Pilot This Plane Down, they are all tall, slim and clean cut. They have jobs and 
families and are one of the older functioning bands in Salt Lake. There is something 
special about a band that can keep its original members for more than five years. 
coty creighton was an original member, but now drifts in and out as he sees fit. 
He even helped record their latest album Glory of the World, which will be released 
on the night of Localized.

SLUG: How has the band dynamic changed over the years?  
PtPd: It started out with Chris and me making noise around one a.m. every now 
and then. It was literally noise – nothing but feedback, breaking things, drums and 
yelling for an hour straight. It was pretty nutty stuff, but we would record it onto 
cassette tapes and go home and listen to it over and over again thinking how great 
it would be to make a band out of it.  We asked Matt and Coty, who were playing in 
another band at the time, and later Jason to come check out what we were doing 
and see if they wanted to be a part of it. At first, it was totally disorganized and 
improvisational; ideas flew around all over the place. We talked about recording 
soundtracks for independent film and incorporating film or other visual media into 
our live performances. We really tried to blend as many mediums into what we were 
doing as we could. At one point we even tried to play our improv mess in real time 
instead of in musical measures. We all played to a giant digital timer and made 
changes based on different time intervals. It was a great idea on paper, and utter 
crap in practice. 
 
Slowly we organized the mess into something more coherent that we could 
reproduce live and the result was the material we put together when we recorded 
Airs with Andy Patterson. It was much more listenable than what we were doing 
before, but a lot of the improv/noise elements survived in transitioning to that first 
record. 
 
After Airs, the music dynamic became much more conventional. We wrote actual, 
individual songs instead of the 21-minute jam fest featured on Airs. 
 
SLUG: Talk a little about the conceptual aspect to your music. 
PtPd: I suppose the main theme of the new record is that life is impermanent, and 
whether for good or bad, it’s always changing. The theme revolves around the story 
of a civilization that comes to power, spreads itself too thin and eventually collapses. 

dan christofferson did an amazing job with the artwork, referencing different 
civilizations that have fallen over the years. There are various other themes and ideas 
strewn through the album, but there really isn’t any message or agenda to it at all. 
It was intended to be pretty broad so you can walk away from it with whatever you 
find. 

SLUG: What about the themes of decorating or lining objects with bodies and flesh. 
What would be a good translation of that symbol? 
PtPd: I’m not sure that it means anything in particular. I intentionally tried to be as 
brutal as I could with most of the lyrics, but it was only meant as part of the story, not 
for the sake of being all gore-metal like Chris said. I actually just referenced different 
historical figures bent on changing the world in their own image. The imagery of 
flesh and bodies wasn’t really as much symbolic as it was historic. The lyrics aren’t 
meant to be as gore-metal as this question makes it appear.

SLUG: Why have you chosen to be a musician? Why not express yourself in some 
other way? 
PtPd: I don’t know if any of us consciously choose to be musicians. I don’t even 
know if we actually are musicians. I think we all just fell into something we enjoyed. 
Pilot has been nice since we’ve been able to incorporate other art forms into the 
music. The new record, for example, will be an enhanced CD that includes video 
footage that we used to project behind our live performances. There are also some 
remixes that Coty did of Airs, and video clips that go along with those as well.  

SLUG: Tell me about Coty’s influence on the band. How does his coming and going 
affect how the band works together? 
PtPd: Coty affected us in ways that could not be duplicated. It seems like half of 
our arrangements are fueled by what Coty does with them. He filled in a lot of the 
blanks generally found in a 4 piece band. Fortunately, we have been able to keep it 
together without him and our performance has faced minimal damage. We have a 
blast.

SLUG:  Briefly talk about your relationship with exigent records. 
PtPd: Without Exigent this album would not be. We don’t have the money to put 
into this. colby houghton, owner/operator of Exigent, has been a long-time friend 
of Sean’s and mine. He was interested in Pilot This Plane Down before we split the 
first time, when he was just gathering bands for the label. We were honored that after 
all this time, now that he has some really good music going, he was still interested in 
us. He’s not putting this out for the opportunity to make money. He’s into the art of 
it – which is good, because that’s all we’ll bring. 

August 8th is sure to bring some noise to awaken your sleeping soul and drag 
you from the depths of your cantankerous filth. Who knows, you just may find that 
special someone lurking in the dark corners of the Urban. Whatever the case, 
your soul needs this concert as much as mark Foley needs a high speed internet 

Pilot This Plane Down
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  By JP
   jonathanpaxton@gmail.com

What Sunday street spectacle would creep out a Salt Lake 
City resident—more than any other? If you said “a gay 
pride parade” then you probably think that a gun rack is 
an essential car accessory and you’re voting for mccain. 
Speaking of pasty-faced people who speak incoherently 
and walk stiffly, want to know what would really freak me 
out? Hordes of zombies stumbling down the street. The 1st 
Annual slc Zombie Walk is coming August 10th and it will 
devour you. 

A list of qualities for a good zombie walk orchestrator 
might include childhood dreams of the dead walking 
and a genuine belief that the Zombacolypse will 
happen. Enter sarvas, a man who needs only one 
name, like Prince or madonna––a man haunted by 
visions of zombies since youth. “Zombies were and still 

are the most frightening thing on earth,” Sarvas says. 
When he’s not busy surface piercing a tramp stamp on 

your girlfriend’s back or poking your lip with a shiny stud at 
the new Blue Boutique in Sugarhouse, Sarvas is training for 
a zombie war...or planning a zombie walk. The virus-like idea 
was born after he attended his first walk in Portland one year 
ago.  He looked up other walks and said, “Fuck, if Boise, 
Idaho has one we better have one.”

Sarvas had to answer some of the mysteries in his dreams 
and eventually turned to the most reliable source: zombie 

movies. “My favorite zombie movies of all time are the 
Return of the Living Dead I and II. Return of the Living 
Dead is a spoof of a zombie movie spoof. The zombies 
talk, and that’s where the ‘brains’ phrase came from.”  
Sarvas found that “in the original zombie movies, 

zombies really didn’t ever eat brains, but those spoofs are 
where it originated.” 

Sarvas hopes that the walk will freak out 
a few Salt Lake City residents. “If 

anyone can do 

anything in Salt 
Lake to make people 
go ‘WTF?’ that’s all I really care 
about,” sarvas says, “i definitely want people to be like ‘AAAARGHH! Zombies!’” 

But the devilish Sarvas has a smirk lurking behind his smile and eventually he gives 
up his real motive. “If a bystander falls down and cries. If I can catch that person 
with my camera as they’re crying.” Sarvas gets misty-eyed for a second and looks 
into the distance with longing and says, “That would be AWESOME.” This is a man 
you can trust to deliver a quality zombie experience. 

Zombies also need to know how to be convincing and intimidating. The web is the 
best resource for a zombie trying to claw its way out of your mortal body. Sarvas 
suggests the D.I. as an awesome place to find gear to assist in its emergence. Just 
rip and splatter your second hand duds. I was wondering what makes for a nice 
splatter batter and Sarvas, as usual, had the answer: “Two bottles of chocolate 
syrup and one bottle of strawberry [will give] a sweet blood.” Avoid the eyes though. 
Apparently fake blood burns like a mother.

The guest list for this event is huge and stands welcoming. Anyone is invited to 
participate in the festivities as long as they are “respectful to everyone else and 
dress like a zombie,” Sarvas says. The on-walk transformation is key for a realistic 
zombie walk. Plan to meet up with friends mid-walk and “turn” them by adding fake 
blood and raw meat accessories. 

Walk participants should meet at 10 a.m. at a specific spot TBA. By 10:30, the 
walk will commence. Sarvas is hesitant to release to many details out of fear that 
authorities might get involved. “Anywhere there’s fun… cops will be.  Maps won’t 
come out until a week before,” Sarvas says. For more information about the walk 
route and the meeting place email slczombiewalk@gmail.com or add them on 
myspace (www.myspace.com/zombiesinslc).

In preparation for the event Sarvas suggests watching zombie movies and drinking 
alcoholic or highly caffeinated beverages for 72 hours straight. “Me? Oh, I won’t 
drink water all weekend long and I’ll get cramps,” he says. To demonstrate, Sarvas 
channels his inner zombie for 5 seconds and begins to growl. 

He definitely knows his material. And he’s willing to sacrifice his body. Can you 
handle it? Do you think you have what it takes to be the walking dead? Know this: 
if you don’t have raw meat hanging out of your pants and you’re not smothered 
in fruity sauce, well, you just aren’t zombie material and you can go be lame 
somewhere else August 10th. BRAiNssss!

What a Splendid Morning for a

Stroll
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Ample Fire Within 
is more than Just a 

clever Play on Words: 
An interview with Ascend
Interview by Gavin Hoffman

loveyoudead666@hotmail.com

Greg Anderson, mad scientist behind such projects as Goatsnake 
and sunno))), has a history with SLUG Magazine. “I picked up 
a copy of the SLUG sometime in 1998 while i was on tour,” says 
Anderson, “and the issue I got just happened to have a review 
of sleep’s Jerusalem release.” The reviewer not only trashed the 
record, but caused Anderson’s jealousy to flare up. “At that time, 

no one could get that record. It was only available as a promo through 
the record label, so I ended up writing to SLUG and asking if they’d sell 

me their copy. I can’t remember if I paid for it or not, but they did send it to 
me.” Seems like an interesting tie between Salt Lake City and one of the 
trailblazers of the independent doom and drone movement in the United 

States––but that’s not Anderson’s only tie to Salt Lake.

It’s virtually impossible to stay on task when talking with Anderson and his 
partner-in-crime––Salt Lake City’s own Gentry densley––about their current 
project, ASCEND, without bringing up the duo’s other projects. However, when 
one considers the core of the band are musicians who’ve played in such outfits 
as engine kid, Goatsnake, SunnO))), burial chamber trio, iceburn, eagle 
twin and Form of rocket, it’s almost understandable. Add some extremely 
interesting guest musicians in the form of local hero Andy Patterson, jazz prodigy 
steve moore, and the outright Hungarian weirdness of Atilla cshiar to the debut 
release on Anderson’s own southern lord records, and it makes for one hell of 
a listen and an equally interesting conversation. 

Densley and Anderson became acquainted way back in the hardcore glory days 
of the late 1980s. Anderson was a part of hardcore legends brotherhood 

and Densley a member of better Way and both bands played a show with 
the Accused. Fast-forward a few years and one finds Densley fronting 

the extraordinarily influential iceburn and Anderson masterminding his 
own under-the-radar project, Engine Kid. Both bands were signed to 

California’s revelation records, and both bands were extremely 
under-promoted by the same due to each band being … well … 
a bit too “weird” for the softy-hardcore masses of the early-and 
mid-1990s. The relationship between the bands culminated in the 
release of a split LP by Revelation, which was almost criminally 
overlooked by masses of tough guys, Hare Krishnas and punk 
purists. 

Anderson and Densley had expressed interest in doing a 
project together as far back as the Revelation days, but the 

two just never really seemed to be in the 
same place at the same time, and both 

had their own individual musical 
directions to focus on. “I tried to 

plant the seed 5 or 6 years ago,” 
says Andy Patterson, Salt 

Lake resident and guest 
musician on the debut 

ASCEND release. “I’m 
not taking credit for 
this pairing at all, but 
I’ve known Anderson 

and Densley for a 
long time, and I started 
bugging Densley to pair 

up with Anderson and 
see what would 
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come about.” As it happened, it wasn’t until midway through 2007––almost 
20 years after their first meeting––that the two were finally able to convene in 
the same place at the same time and with the same directive: to make heavy, 
beautiful and extremely cerebral music, that most casual listeners would almost 
inevitably shun. 

“I had a ton of different ideas for a name for the project,” says Densley. “When 
we originally convened, the most logical name seemed to be sunno)))burn, or 
something to that affect. Eventually, Greg suggested we call it Ascension. This 
was a problem because I was already extremely aware of another little-known 
band by that name, so we ended up shortening it to ‘Ascend’.” 

“We paid extreme attention to detail with the release – we mixed the entire 
thing with randall dunn up in Seattle. We were able to take recordings from 
Patterson’s studio here in Salt Lake as well as the studio we recorded at in Los 
Angeles to him and we all weeded through everything to make the best record 
we could.” 

He’s not kidding.

The record plays like a strange 
sort of doom opera. To a casual 
music aficionado, it could easily 
be described as “repellant.” To 
the individual who ultimately 
seeks a deeper feeling from 
music than what is shoved 
down their throat on mass radio, 
it’s a most welcome change 
of direction. The final product 
was put together in almost a 
mad-scientist type of way: it 
was approached as a creative 
process as opposed to the 
recording and regurgitation of 
pre-written tracks. Instruments on 
the record vary from Anderson’s 
drone/doom guitars to Densley’s 
almost jazz-like heaviness to 
trombone and Wurlitzer, adding 
insane layers to a recording 
that is as lush and beautiful 
as anything in the last century. 
“We just came back from Los 
Angeles, actually. We recorded 
some new stuff, and one of the 
tracks is going to be used as a 
bonus track on the Japanese 
release of the record. We did a 
bunch of stuff down there, and 
there is a lot more solid vision 
for the project than there was 
initially,” says Densley. While 
‘solid’ would not necessarily be 
a word I would personally use 
to describe a project made up 
of musicians that are not only 
up to their armpits in their own 
projects, let alone people who 
don’t live in the same state (or 
country in Atilla’s case) the 
end result is amazingly solid-
sounding. Not bad for something 
that essentially arose due to a 
well-timed vacation. 

“Most people might now fully 
realize how influential iceburn 
was to me,” relays Anderson, “I 
had always wanted to do some 
recording with Gentry, and we 
finally ended up being able to get 
together when he came out to Los 
Angeles on vacation. The initial recording session was really loose … we were 
both kind of impressed and surprised with what we came up with during the first 
session, so we recorded some more at Andy’s studio in Salt Lake, and took it up 
to seattle to mix it.” Patterson expands on Anderson’s thought: “The first session 
in Los Angeles was really interesting and resulted in some great ideas,” he says. 
“When the second iceburn reunion show happened here in salt lake, Greg flew 
out to see them, and we seized the opportunity to do some more recording at 
my studio. In the end, we had about two hours worth of material that Greg and 

Gentry took up to Seattle with them.”

When it comes to the guest musicians featured on the record, both Densley and 
Anderson have only the highest praise for all involved. “I have so much respect 
for Gentry and Steve Moore,” says Anderson, “I almost felt caveman-like when 
I played with those two. I know little to nothing about music theory – I can’t 
even read guitar tabs, so playing with individuals who are so insanely talented 
with music was not only challenging, but it added an amazing aesthetic to the 
recording.” 

“Atilla was interesting,” adds Densley, speaking of guest vocalist and all-around 
madman Atilla Cshiar, who’s vocals have graced recordings of bands such as 
mayhem, tormentor, SunnO))), and a wealth of other underground metal do-
gooders. “He just kind of showed up in his floor-length leather coat and read 
a bunch of semi-tabloid magazines that were left lying around by Adrienne 
[davies; drummer for earth.] But all in all, getting these different and excellent 
players together for a project is absolutely amazing.” 

Anderson seems extremely proud of just how new the record sounds to him. 
“Whether it’s with SunnO))) or any 
other project I do, I don’t want to 
stagnate; I want to be constantly 
moving, whether it’s going forward 
or backward. Basically just doing 
something. With Ascend, we were 
able to go in a different direction 
than any of us had gone in before. 
I mean, we’re not trying to do 
something ‘different’ just for being 
different’s sake – we’re actually 
pulling influences from a lot of 
different places and channeling 
it into Ascend.” It’s easy to see 
what he’s talking about when the 
record plays. There are definitely 
individual performances that are 
distinguishable, but it’s nothing 
detrimental to the project in any way; 
quite the opposite, actually. It’s a 
proverbial “breath of fresh air” in the 
seemingly bogged-down and boring 
doom/drone genre. 

Of course, being a project released 
on Anderson’s own Southern 
Lord record label is most certainly 
not a hindrance to the project. 
It not only brings a sense of 
immediate viability to the record, 
but it also brings an almost built-in 
audience. Anderson does his best 
to release and distribute music 
he enjoys personally, and he has 
US distribution deals with several 
smaller labels and bands. “I’m a 
huge fan of most of the stuff Greg 
releases on the label, so having 
an opportunity to be a part of that 
family is a no-brainer,” says Densley. 
“Not only do I get to create art and 
sound with someone I admire and 
someone who’s a good friend, 
but I get to have that art released 
worldwide and I hope people are as 
happy with the end result as I am.”

According to both Densley and 
Anderson, there are plans to attempt 
a live Ascend show or two, but 
nothing has thus far been solidified. 
“We’re going to keep working on 
the next release, and we really hope 

to take Ascend to that clichéd and 
cheesy “next level,” reveals Densley. If the debut release is any indicator, the 
worldwide drone crowd hasn’t come close to experiencing Ascend’s full creativity. 
in a nutshell, this is a release almost 20 years in the making and is worth every 
second of the wait. One can’t ask for something better from these two musical 
savants than what they have unleashed, so put down the magazine and pick up 
a copy of Ascend’s Ample Fire Within. Your ears may not thank you for it, but your 
brain will.
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“… And God said let there be meat”
by Fred Warbon 
warbon@slugmag.com
Pat’s bbQ
155 West Commonwealth Ave (2125 South), South 
Salt Lake, Utah
801-484-5963
www.patsbbq.com
Price: Moderate

As a former vegetarian of 12 years (the last four as a pescatarian), I 
am still reveling in my recent return to the land of carnivores. Every 
menu has become a wonderland of murderous choices. Aside from 
the occasional fine dining spot and ghetto ethnic hole in the wall, most 
of the meat I eat is a little disappointing. The chicken too dry, the beef 
too tough or just plain flavorless and pork that tastes rancid. i am not 
saying that I regret my lifestyle choice. The shit I’ve been cooking at 
home for the last nine months has been amazing (the task-masters 
at SLUG won’t let me write about my lamb burgers with cayenne 
and garlic roasted asparagus, or grilled sandwiches on fresh baked 
sourdough bread with manchego cheese, 2 year aged prosciutto, and 
drizzled with fireweed honey). i have come to the decision that most 
restaurants in Salt Lake suck. Lately, I have been considering just 
eating meat at home and maybe at the occasional upscale place, that 
is, until i had my first experience with Pat’s BBQ.

My wife (still an herbivore) was out of town, so a buddy and I took the 
opportunity to visit one of the meat-only places I want to go to, but 
can’t––because like all married men, I fear the words “Of course you 
can go without me. i’ll be fine at home alone tonight,” which really 
means, “I don’t want to sound like a bitch in front of your friends, but 
you’d better find someplace i can go too.” We found the place with no 
problem. it’s the first street south of 2100 south on West Temple. When 
we walked in, we were a little confused as to where to go. The take-out 
counter was on the right, but it wasn’t entirely clear where the dining 
room was. Within a few moments, we were greeted and told to head 
down the hall and seat ourselves wherever we pleased. The dining 
room, dubbed Howie’s Hall (named for the pig on the logo) was a large 
open room full of picnic tables and a high ceiling with a stage at the 
west end for live music.  The atmosphere was maybe one step more 
formal than a large family reunion, with people grabbing their own water 

and chatting away with the other groups sharing their large tables. A 
large and inviting patio is just adjacent to the hall, but we opted for the 
cooler, air-conditioned interior. Jeremiah maxey was setting up to 
play the Thursday open mic night. He sounded great and having only 
one arm made the performance even more amazing. The Pat’s website 
has a full calendar of live music.

We grabbed a couple of menus. Daily lunch specials range from a 
BBQ meatball sandwich ($8.35) on Mondays to burnt ends ($9.85) or 
rib tips ($8.85) on Fridays. There was also a decent selection of side 
dishes, including coleslaw, potato salad and mustard greens for $3, 
as well as jambalaya for $3.50. The entrees available were pork ribs 
($3 per bone, $8 for a quarter rack, $13 for a rack and $21.35 for the 
whole rack) a few sandwiches ($8.35) and an assortment of two- and 
three-meat combos for $13 with your choice of pork ribs, chicken, beef 
brisket or pulled pork. All entrees come with cornbread and a side. 
They have a selection of budweiser and Uinta beers on tap and in the 
bottle. Kids items were significantly smaller and only $6. 

I had the three-meat combo with two pork ribs, a piece of chicken and 
two slices of beef brisket with a side of Creole black beans and rice. My 
buddy had the combo, too, but got 4 oz of pulled pork instead of the 
chicken and a side of jambalaya. The food came promptly and looked 
amazing, smelling of fat and smoke. Sauce was at the table in two 
squeeze-bottle forms—Sweet Heat in red and House in yellow. I started 
with the beans and rice and was delighted to find them a bit spicy, but 
rich and creamy at the same time. It was hard to decide which sauce 
to use with the pile of flesh on my plate. The sweet Heat was both 
perfectly sweet and slightly spicy. I have never tasted anything like 
it. The House, while somewhat milder, was so rich it filled my whole 
mouth. The ribs were cooked to perfection and almost melted in my 
mouth, while the brisket was just dry enough to highlight the char. The 
chicken was succulent and smoky, and the cornbread was, by far, the 
best cornbread I have ever had—it needed no butter or honey because 
it was already sweet and buttery rich. It also had the amazing ability to 
retain its shape without crumbling each time I grabbed for it.

i managed to finish about half of my meal, which was fine by me 
because it meant I had more for the next day. While not quite as good 
leftover, it still did the trick. Needless to say, I am looking forward to the 
next time I have a chance to grab a bite to eat without my wife. I love 
dining with her, but I am pretty sure that they put meat in everything 
(maybe even the cornbread, which could be why it was so good). 
I don’t want it to be all that long before I get back to Pat’s, my new 
favorite place to stuff myself silly.
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By Mike Brown
mikebrown@slugmag.com

I got a new job working the door at a local club. I won’t say which club 
because it’s really messy in there and a health inspector could be reading 
this. I’ll just say it’s more of a venue than a bar, gets loud and sweaty on 
the weekends, and has some of the fastest bartenders in the west. If you 
order a Kamikaze there, the barkeep is done making it by the time you 
finish saying the word “Kamikaze.” 

Anyway, the other night I was working a show with a large amount of 
youngsters there – kids just barely 21. I now hate everyone who is 21 – 
they are so stupid. I won’t get into all the stupidness I had to deal with 
because it will upset me too much, and I don’t write so swell when I’m 
upset. But as far as drinking goes, it was total amateur night at the bar.

That night the crowd swirled together to form an idiot-storm of epic 
proportions. Not a cloud in the dry summer sky, but it was raining cats 
and morons inside the bar. One such moron was a young lady, just days 
past her twenty-first.

i was notified by some girls that this cute, young thing was in the girls’ 
room puking the shit out of herself … into the sink. Because of my penis, 
I couldn’t just march into the girls’ room and drag the dumb, human barf 
volcano out by the hair, although that was my first inclination. 

Apparently this chick was so retarded she didn’t even know how to puke. 
What kind of girl doesn’t know how to puke? I thought all girls knew how 
to puke. But she let her own vomit trickle down the front of her shirt in 
such careless fashion. 

I asked an off-duty employee if he could kick her out of the bar for me 
because I was trapped at the door sifting through IDs and letting morons 
in and out of the club. However, the barfy girl wouldn’t listen to the off-
duty employee because he lacked the authority that drunks acknowledge 
when one is wearing a nametag. Since I was wearing a nametag, we 
traded positions and I went and gave Li’l Miss Puke-cakes the most I’m-
disappointed-in-you father-face ever and pointed at the door. The front 
of her shirt was all wet from mopping her own barf off her chest and then 
her dumbass friend tried to tell me that she didn’t throw up, that she just 
spilled beer on herself. 

When we got to the front door, her boyfriend was waiting for her, about to 
come into the show. She told him that she had just gotten kicked out for 
spilling beer on herself and then she planted this huge French kiss on the 

guy. It was so gross and so funny at the same time – I hope he’s reading 
this right now. 

But the whole incident upset me quite a bit. Reason being, it’s my job 
to clean the little girls’ room at the end of the night, and it’s probably 
the grossest thing I’ve ever done for money. I don’t get paid extra for 
unclogging a puke-filled sink, so you can see why i’m upset. 

I’ve worked in other bars before. i’ve seen other girls’ rooms at 2:30 A.M. 
after people have been partying, so I’m no stranger to puke. But I have 
never seen a girls’ bathroom quite like this one. A disturbing vortex of 
tampons, toilet paper and graffiti that comes together at the end of the 
night, creating a grossness i didn’t know existed beyond the confines of a 
bathroom stall. 

Each night the mess is a different mystery and now I feel obligated to 
solve it. I can’t be in the women’s room during business hours, nor would 
I want to. But how the hell does a tampon tornado get in there every 
night? 

i’ve decided that the only way i can figure out the mystery of this girls’ 
room is to study the graffiti on the walls, so i photographed a bunch of it 
for research purposes. Much like the great archeologist indiana Jones 
deciphers the mysteries of ancient times through old writings on walls, 
i am going to study and interpret this graffiti to figure out how the girls’ 
room gets so messy and how I can prevent it.

First off, I used to believe that girls would always go to the bathroom in 
pairs so that they could gossip about boys or share makeup and cocaine 
with each other. Now I know that they go to the bathroom in pairs for 
backup purposes or so that one can destroy the bathroom while the other 
girl actually uses it. 

The first picture i took is writing, done in red lipstick, that says, “Dave 
Combs is one sexy motherfucker!!” Wrong on both accounts. Dave is 
neither sexy nor has he ever fucked his mom. Dave is an asshole and 
proud of it. And when we first showed Dave the statement, he went on a 
15-minute rant about how passive-aggressive the statement was. Dave’s 
smart, so I think he’s right. This is just a petty attempt by some bar slut to 
get free drinks. 

i also found some graffiti that says, “805 fuck faces.” I don’t know what 
that means. Maybe 805 is a crazy girl gang or something. 

one of my personal favorite pieces of graffiti in the girls room is in pink 
marker on top of a toilet paper dispenser saying, “Rabid Bloody Kunt!” 
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Again, I don’t know if that’s like, some crazy girl gang, but I think it would 
make an awesome girl band name.

Does anyone know what B.I.A. stands for? There’s some graffiti that 
says, “Keep yo head up…much love, true thugs for life. B.I.A.” with 
heart-shaped dots instead of periods. This seems a bit too fluffy and 
sentimental for some true thug shit – entertaining nonetheless.

There is a lot of graffiti in there with the word “ogden” in it. I like the city of 
ogden a lot, but i find this really funny. I know that sometimes gangsters 
use graffiti to mark their territory, but our bathroom is in salt lake. So 
maybe the bathroom is getting messed up by Ogden chicks who have 
a vendetta against our toilets for some reason. Like they think Ogden 
shitters are better than ours?

Probably my favorite piece in the ladies’ room is a weird octopus-looking 
drawing with the words, “Hump it!” written above one of the tentacles. 
I like this picture because I think it would be really funny if one day a 
girl humped an octopus. Or if an octopus humped eight girls – it could 
happen.

Then, in crappy scribbling, we have, “i love Collin W.!” and under it, it’s 
signed, “Heart/the J’s” but like a heart shape, not the actual word, “heart.” 
So in case you didn’t know, Collin W., the J’s love you. I don’t really see 
a point in professing your love in a spot where the target of your affection 
isn’t legally allowed to go. But I guess I don’t think the same way the J’s 
do. Or maybe Collin W. is a girl.

Right next to Collin W., some girl writes that she thinks David Law is a 
god. I don’t know who David Law is, but congratulations. You’ve made 
the bathroom stall.

i also like the shit talking sequences that go on via bathroom graffiti. I 
wish the ladies would save this shit for Myspace, but no. A funny one is, 
“Do you fall in love often?” in white marker, to which a girl writing in green 
marker replied, “Nope, i’m to smart bitch!” – classic – to which there is a 
reply to the reply: “its ‘Too’ Romance queen!” with an arrow pointing to 
the grammatical error. There are even copy-editor girl graffiti artists, who 
woulda thought?

“I am in love with my lesbian sister,” is good food for thought while using 
the rest room. Replied to with, “I am in love with you.” Why does love have 
to be so complicated?

However, not all the petty vandalism is chicks marking their territories. 
One girl is merely asking for some advice: “I LOVE my BF, but I haven’t 
been single for 7 years…I’m 21. Break up? I want to be single but I want 
him later.” No one has replied to her yet, so I will. You can’t have your 
cake and eat it too, young lady. Barf in the sink and then make out with 
him – that oughta do the trick.

“i’d fuck life if it had a vagina!” I’ll end the article with that one.
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Derby) Dolls)
August marks the three-year anniversary of Utah’s very own roller derby league, the salt city derby Girls. SLUG cornered four of the derby’s 
finest dolls: medusa damage, sassie lass, dirty Pirate hooker, and brew haha— to get the skinny on derby in the State of Deseret . 
Celebrate the SCDG’s anniversary at their huge derby bash on Saturday, August 23rd at The Trapp Door.

By Kat Kellermeyer   thechickwhopwn3dyou@yahoo.com
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The) Goal)

her story:  Brew Haha spends every waking moment 
working for the derby.  The mother of the league, Brew 
credits her father – a former member of the Hispanic 
Chamber of Commerce – for her business skills.  “He 
helped me a lot when I started the league here in 
Utah. He gave me sound advice and references that 
the league still uses to this day.”  Running the salt 
city derby 24/7, Brew maintains a small booking 
company on the side and does her best to keep a 
nine-to-five schedule, even if she never takes a day 
off.  In her spare time Brew plays with two different 
bands, providing vocals for Xolotl and bass for a 
derby girl band, the derby misfits.  She also loves 
shoes and boasts a collection well over 90 pairs.

SLUG: So when was the league started here 
in Utah?
bh: Around 2005. i had a friend, iron rack, 
who skated in Kansas City and when she came 
back she said, “You know, I really think we need 
a roller derby league here.” And I felt the same 
way. I was involved in promotions and stuff, and I 
really like the growing nightlife here in Salt Lake.  
sCDG took off in 2006 when we started having 
bouts.  The first public bout we had sold out in 
four days – a crowd of 500.  even at that time 
we really didn’t know it was going to get so big. It’s 
just grown so much since its inception. Although 
I started the league in all the business aspects, 
everybody who comes in contact with it just keeps 
it going. It just keeps getting bigger and bigger. 
It’s not like any other sport, I would say—there 
were no basic guidelines or rules. So a lot 
of the people who have had a direct hand 
in this have given it new life, given this industry 
something new that I probably wouldn’t have 
thought of.

SLUG: They’re calling this a “derby revival.” How is 
this different from what it used to be?
bh: It totally kills me how everyone thinks it’s a staged thing – it did 

start off that way and fighting happened. it wasn’t necessarily staged, 
but there was a certain strategy to it so you could fuck somebody 
up. Some of it was fake, but that’s what the original roller derby was. 
So when you’re looking at something from that angle, thinking, “let’s 
do roller derby,” you start realizing what it really was and that it didn’t 
really work out. So why not make it real? Make it better? You have to 
just go with the times.

SLUG: What’s this about a derby convention in Las Vegas?
bh: Yeah, Roller Con! My god, it’s crazy. it’s a huge 
convention in Las Vegas all about roller derby – nothing 
but roller derby from every aspect. It will be amazing: 
thousands of derby girls from all over the world all 

coming to Las Vegas for an entire weekend of 
seminars, scrimmages and a lot of drinking.

SLUG: With the derby suddenly getting more and     
more attention, where do you expect it to go 

       from here?
bh: I think the best way to really understand is 
by looking at what’s going on nationally. You’ve 
got the WFtdA (Women’s Flat track derby 
Association) working with the other leagues, 

and that really is made up of all the girls in 
2003 who started this whole foundation. They 
did it themselves, on their own, with all their 
different educations and backgrounds. To 

think about what it’s becoming today – we’ve 
got leagues from all over the nation, popping 
up in other parts of the world: England’s got 

a league, Canada, New Zealand, and so on. 
That to me demonstrates how big this thing really is. 

Yeah you can come to a home game here in Salt 
Lake and think, “Wow, there are a lot of people 
here,” but there’s somebody in Germany right 
now. She’s strapping on skates, going out there 

and kicking somebody’s ass.

SLUG: It’s gone international?
bh: Yeah, as we’re talking about the goal and 
the future for derby? I mean, I don’t know. The 
question what is the WFTDA going to do about 
it? I mean, it’s no longer just the “United States” 
– it’s world-wide. Right now we’re at the point 
where all these leagues are trying to turn this 
sport into something legitimate, it’s creating a 

whole new breed of athlete: all these women who 
would normally never be in sports are suddenly on a 

team. Roller derby is something that if you really want to do it, you 
can. That’s what this whole sport has been based on: if you really 
want to do this, you can and you will.

name: brew haha
number: 801
role: President, media chair
teams: sisters of no mercy, shakers All-stars
Position: Pivot

brew haha
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details: Medusa Damage has been skating since a very 
young age, and hasn’t got off the rink since.  This mother 
of three doesn’t describe herself as athletic, but found 
herself drawn to roller derby through her passion for 
skating. “I always thought it would be great,” she says. 
“When roller derby was gone, I was really bummed. I 
always liked roller sports. So when I was at the 
Gallivan Center and I saw the derby girls there, 
I was sold.” An accountant working with local/
regional contractors by day, by night Medusa 
Damage dons her skate gear for the salt city 
derby Girls.   She says it’s the perfect outlet for her 
mild-mannered job, and she gets to have fun and 
rough people up in the process. 

SLUG: How does roller derby work?
md: There are five players from each team on 
the track at any given time.  There’s the pivot, 
who controls the pack, three different blockers and 
then the jammer: the one with the star on her helmet. 
She scores the points. We all line up, both teams with 
the pivots and the blockers together and the jammers in 
the back. When the refs blow the whistle, the pack goes 
first, then a few seconds later, the jammers join in. The 
goal is to block the opposing team’s jammer, keep 
her from getting through the pack and to aide your 
jammer in getting through the pack. And we have to 
do that in legal ways. We can’t just hit each other out; 
there’s no tripping, no elbows. It has to be hip checks, 
shoulder checks, things like that. And once your jammer 
gets through the pack, the second time she gets through 
the pack, she is able to score one point for every person 
she passes. Once she passes, she also gets points 
for people who are out [in the penalty box] or on the 
ground that she’s passed. So that’s how we score 
our points.

SLUG: I know there are a lot of rules in the game, and 
they even get updated from time to time. How do rules 
change over time?
md: You know, I think they’re progressive. When it 

first started out, it was anything goes. You watch roller girls and 
they’re grabbing elbows, they’re throwing people down, all that. So 
it’s progressed to keep everyone safe and to help us play a better 

game. The rules are a bit harder in some areas, but 
overall it makes total sense.

SLUG: What is the most annoying rule you’ve 
come by?
md: It used to be in the old rules that if you 
even touched somebody with your hands—or 

anything, incidentally—it was a minor penalty. 
When you’re in a pack, moving and skating, you 
touch. It just happens, not that you’re meaning 
to be aggressive or anything. But it was a 
minor penalty. Fortunately in the new 3.0 rules, 
they have corrected that so if you’re touching 
someone or doing something like that, it’s not a 

minor penalty unless you change their trajectory 
or move them in some way. The next most annoying 
penalty, one that’s still around, is elbows. We all do 
them, sometimes it’s a natural part of this— your 

elbow will pop out just a tad, bump someone by 
accident, and you’ll get called on it. Elbows are 

still really frustrating, but necessary.

SLUG: So how does the penalty box work?
md: If you get four minor penalties like 
elbowing, back blocking – which is if you run 

in behind someone and move them forward or 
knock them down in any way.

SLUG: What happens if someone 
gets tripped?

md: Tripping is a major penalty, but if 
you get four minor penalties or one major 
penalty, you get sent to the box. You’ll 
sit for one minute, and then you’ll get 
to go back out. There can only be two 
blockers and one jammer in the box at 

any given time.

SLUG: So jammers can get sent to 
the box, too?
md: Yeah. Jammers can get minor 
penalties for going out of bounds, 
hands, running into people, stuff like 
that, and after four minor penalties 

or one major, they’ll get sent to the box 
as well.

The) Game)

name: medusa damage
number: 424
role: treasurer
teams: bomber babes,  shakers All-stars
Position: Jammer /blocker

medusa damage
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The) Gear)

her story: Dirty Pirate Hooker has been 
with the league for two-and-a-half years, 
almost since its beginning. She heard about 
the tryouts and decided to take a stab at 
it. “I hadn’t skated since junior high,” Pirate 
says. “So the night before the tryouts, I went to 
Hollywood Connection. I got me some skates, 
went out on the rink, and I was just amazed 
how quickly I picked it all up again. I guess 
it’s kind of like riding a bike.” Pirate has 
watched the league grow from practicing 
in parking lots to forming a true amateur 
league. In time, Pirate was adopted into the 
leave it to cleavers and is currently the 
team’s co-captain. While the Cleavers’ captain 
(miss disco bliss) may be Pirate’s “derby 
wife,” Pirate tied the knot for real last October 
with her husband (who the girls have dubbed 
mr. Fister). Pirate works as a massage 
therapist at the Finnish Touch Day Spa and 
on Tuesdays and Fridays moonlights as a 
bartender for the Canyon Inn. Dirty Pirate 
Hooker sat down with us to talk about the 
gear that keeps the other girls from getting 
(badly) injured by her.

SLUG: Where do you get the gear you girls 
use? Is there a special shop or something?
dPh: No, there’s not. Because we’re so 
new, we have to kind of get it where we 
can. Our coach, el brujo, actually owns 
a shop called Skate Now where a lot of 
us girls have been buying our wheels and 
skates, and I’ve been able to pick up a 
few things from Sports Authority. A lot of 
us like to go through Salty Peaks because 
they give the derby girls a discount. 
It’s nice because this can get kind of 
expensive, and you always want to keep 

your gear up-to-date. I actually got a knee injury once because I 
didn’t have very good pads. I took a fall and really hurt myself. It 
happens, but you definitely want to do what you can to prevent it.

SLUG: With the derby just now making a comeback, do you have 
certified “derby gear” or do you borrow from other sports?

dPh: It’s still all from other sports, with one 
exception. One of the derby girls has actually 
started making and selling butt-pads: pads on 
your butt, but specifically made for where you 
fall in roller derby. I know a few of the girls on my 
team have them. I haven’t tried them out yet. I 
figure i’ve got enough padding already.

SLUG: So what other sports does the 
equipment come from?
dPh: You know what? I don’t even know. All I 
know is that the shops have them. It probably 
comes from rollerblading and skateboarding. 
i don’t think it all comes from any one specific 
sport, and that kind of makes it rough. 
Fortunately, we only need the things that they 
are already selling for other sports, rather than 
anything super-specific, so it’s not too hard 
to find.

SLUG: So what’s all the gear you have?
dPh: There’s a lot. They really want us all 
to be safe, so we’re required to have a lot 
of gear. We all have to have a helmet, and 

our helmets are the ones you tend to see on 
roller blades and skateboarders. The biker 
helmets tend to be long and pointy, but ours 
are the flatter round ones. in addition to our 
helmets, we have to have a mouth guard and 
we all wear elbow pads, wrist guards and 
kneepads. Those are all required for us 
to compete.

name: dirty Pirate hooker
number: 80085
role: bout coordinator
teams: leave it to cleavers,  shakers All-stars
Position: Jammer/Pivot

mouthguard

elbow pads

Wrist pads

dirty Pirate hooker
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The) Girls)

details: “I’ve always been kind of a loner,” says 
Sassie. “But roller derby has changed all that.” A 
10-year belly-dancing veteran, sassie lass has 
danced with several local groups and was one 
of the founding members of blue lotus. While 
taking a break, Sassie went back to school 
to get her associate’s degree and has been 
working in legal assistance since 1995. After 
graduation, Sassie found herself looking to pick 
up a hobby again, maybe belly dancing, but that’s 
when Sassie found the roller derby. “It’s amazing 
to be part of such a great group of girls,” she says. 
“Women from such diverse backgrounds coming 
together as one – you can spend two hours together and 
laugh, sweat, cry and hit each other, then go have a drink. 
I’ve never experienced that in anything I’ve done before.” 
It’s these girls who Sassie came out to talk to us about.

SLUG: What kind of commitment goes into being a 
derby girl?
sl: A lot more than I ever thought when I joined. 
Basically, everything that we are able to do is 
because of the girls. Right now, the league 
practices twice a week. Teams generally 
practice once a week, sometimes more or 
less depending on the team and the season. 
Along with that, we require all the girls to 
be part of a committee. These are what 
form the league and what actually keeps 
us going and makes us work.

SLUG: What are the different 
committees?
sl: We have a bout committee, an 
interleague committee, a compliance 
committee, an events committee, 
sponsorship, media, public relations 
– the girls can join one and can 
draw from their backgrounds and 
experience and help with their 
different committees.

SLUG: So, you also do all the 
behind-the-scenes work?

sl: Exactly. When you come to the bout, the girls who are not playing 
are putting it on. They’re selling and taking tickets, helping security, 
reffing and helping take score. everything that has to be done, we do. 
Basically the Olympic Oval has an empty rink, we come in, tape down 
our track, put up our signs and make it home. That’s what all the girls are 
doing when they’re not skating.

SLUG: So you guys even have to set up your own 
rink?

sl: Exactly. We do everything. And what we can’t 
do from within, we rely on volunteers. We have 

a huge fan base that has been wonderful 
with volunteering to help in the different 
areas. That’s what makes it all work.

SLUG: So how does one go about 
becoming a derby girl?
sl: We actually have tryouts coming up in 
September. All the details will be on the website 
soon, and will be updated as we get closer. The 

most important thing right now is to realize that 
we are looking for girls who already have a basic 
skating level. On the website there are links that 
tell you what we are looking for. We also talk 
about gear and other things for when you first 
come in for tryouts, and we have open skate 
sessions. You can come and skate with us and 

we’ll give you pointers so you can know 
where you’re at and what you need to 
work on before you come to tryouts.

SLUG: One more thing: how does a derby 
girl go about getting her name?

sl: It’s personal preference. There’s actually 
a database nationwide, and your name has 
to be approved before you can officially use 
it. There are thousands of names on there 
right now, and it’s getting harder to choose 
your name. some girls find it really easy. i 
found it really difficult. i had to think about it for 
a while. The name can describe a part of the 
girl’s personality that they want to play up, or 
maybe just something fun and out of the every-
day norm. Being the board secretary, I love it. I 
mean, we have lots of girls in the league with the 
same regular name. Nobody has the same derby 

name. And it’s kind of a rule that everyone 
has to go by their derby name. Nobody 
goes by their regular names, and half the 
girls here don’t even know each other’s 
regular name.

name: sassie lass
number: 007
role: secretary
teams: death dealers,  shakers All-stars
Position: Pivot/blocker

sassie sass
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Words and photos by Chris Swainston
chris@slugmag.com

Welcome to suburbia, where miles upon miles of white vinyl 
fencing and acres of perfectly groomed emerald green 
grass outline row after row of dark taupe, taupe, light taupe 
and grey cookie cutter homes. Mom’s Porsche Boxter sits 
in the garage while dad’s Dodge monster truck flaunts 
his manhood curbside. A handful of tortured souls sneak 
bong-rips in the basement and hide twelve packs of PBR 
under the bed plotting their escape from this purgatory 
of boredom. There is no denying the monotonous life of 
suburbia. However, is there something more lurking amongst 
flower boxes and steep driveways—an untapped resource of 
skatetopia perhaps?

The hunt for suburban spots started while I was living in south 
Draper. i’d had my fill of 57in HD porn streaming through 
high speed Internet. Turning the same lines through the local 
parks was becoming tiresome. I was in need of change. I 
knew there were spots out there hiding amongst the homes. 
I rallied some troops and began the search. kendall 
Johnson was first on the search party. While waiting for Trax 
to train us up to the University we starting scouring around a 
back alley. Hidden amongst overgrown vines and dilapidated 
asphalt we uncovered a gap popping out of someone’s 
driveway over a tree stump and into a steep little bank. A bit 
of clean up was needed before Kendall could start poppin’ 
and stompin’.  He rolled away clean with a solid snap landing 
deep into the tranny. Unfortunately this new spot came with 
a toll. Slipping out in the tranny Kendall put his hand down, 
shredding his palm in the loose gravel.
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that was short, tall, mellow and begging to 
be skated. Isaiah got a trick on it, but I wasn’t 
around to record it. Another man on the search 
party, kordell black, would capture the photo 
on another day.   

We had investigated many of the residential 
areas throughout the avenues, Liberty Park 
and filtering into sugarhouse. Keeping a keen 
eye was the key. We wouldn’t travel far before 
finding at least something skateable, be it a 
rock wallie, drops off of porches or sidewalk 
bumps from tree roots pushing up sections of 
concrete. There was almost more to skate in 
the ‘burbs than in the city. Unfortunately just like 
the city, the ‘burbs come with 24/7 security. You 
think that underpaid mall security gets pissed 
off while they chase you around the parking 
lot—try dealing with a home owner walking out 
front when you are sizing up a spot on their own 
private property. At least that’s what I would 
expect. We were lucky enough not to have any 
angry encounters. I think the key is to skate 
during business hours while all the drones 

The best part about this mission was how it 
was going to force everyone look at skating 
in a different way. You’re not going to find 
perfect 8 stairs, butter benches and Dracula 
sitting in front of people’s homes. dirk 
hogan was searching around the corner 
from our recently discovered gap, contorting 
his skate brain for something to shred when 
a seven-stair rail caught his eye. No runway 
was available for this set and no runway 
would be needed. Dirk perched up alongside 
the wall next to the rail and tail pop board 
slid, back 50, feeble and crooked grinded 
the rail. Popping onto handrails has enough 
death factors already, but to literally do it with 
zero speed is an entire other level of gnarly. 
The days search mission was a success. It 
was beer o’clock so we packed it up and 
took it to the porch.

No matter what time of day it is, skate brains 
never rest. On one of the many lovely days 
spent sipping the day away, isaiah beh 
spotted a lonely handrail across the street 
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Taking a break from 
Sponge Bob and 
boxed Chardonnay,  
Dirty, switch fs 180

  run ups for suckers...

  tail pop to crooks and feeble, Dirk Hogan 

are busy shuffling away in 
their cubicles. Nothing feels 
better than landing tricks 
quickly and quietly, because 
it’s way easier to land tricks 
then try them all day. 

With so many fun spots 
already uncovered within 
such a close proximity I 
wanted to expand the search 
further east where there 
would undoubtedly be some 
goods hidden amongst the 
neighborhoods near the 

mountains base. I wasn’t very 
familiar with the area and needed 
a guide. Who better than Dirt 
Mcgirt himself. When I called 
sean hadley up to tell him what 
I was looking for, he already had 
spots in mind. I love Dirty, but 
fuck he is the ultimate lagger 
every time we try and go skate. 
He has to do his laundry first, 
then shower after its done and 
watch four hours of Sponge Bob 
while drinking boxed wine and 
Jager. While Dirty dicked around, 
milo (Dirt’s dog) had this spot he 
had been trying to come up on 
for some time. Milo and I trotted 
over to this double overhead 
wood fence and he boosted over 
it with ease and perfect form. 
Done and done, what up now 
Dirty? Your doggy got pops what 
you got? Not one to be outdone 
we rolled over a tall drop into a 
steep driveway. Fresh out of the 
shower with no warm up, Dirty 
was already carcass-hucking 
down this drop. Dirty ain’t no 
stranger to danger and some 
blood was shed before he rolled 
away smooth with a switch 180.

It was time for our search party 
to take a break. Suburbia spans 
the valley and offers an almost 
infinite amount of land to explore.  
The nearly limitless boundaries 
of suburbia offer the freedom to 
adventure anywhere. Getting out 
of the city to shred some new 
ground keeps skating fresh and 
gets your mind thinking. There 
is no way of knowing what you’ll 
stumble upon until you get out 
and start exploring. Elementary 
schools and churches nestled 
amongst the homes are good 
places to search out ledges, stair 
sets and rails. Also remember to 
hunt through the numerous beige 
megaplex shopping centers 
popping up throughout the valley. 
In-between homes and down the 
back streets is where you’ll find 
the most inventive spots. It takes 
some work to uncover these 
suburban treasures, they are well 
hidden. Drive slow homies and 
keep your eagle eyes peeled. 
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osiris shoes
The Bronx
www.osirisshoes.com

High tops are really rad, no joke. 
They skate amazing and keep 
you locked into your kicks like 
Kevin Garnett does dunks over 
the Los Angeles Lakers’ whole 
bench. osiris has a pair that will 
make you want to skate high tops 
exclusively for the rest of your 
skateboarding days. The Bronx is 
a classically styled, comfortable 
shoe with steez points for miles. 
The colorway I received (mustard, 
white and red) are the bees’ 
knees when it comes to style 
points and not only do they look 
cool, they’re actually quite a good 
pair of skateboard shoes. The 
sole on them is super durable 
and I hardly noticed them wearing down at all the entire time I skated them. 
The one setback in their design is the fact that they don’t breathe very well 
to keep your feet cool and they end up on fire by the end of your session. 
Although overall, you might as well have hot feet so that when you go from 
your skateboard to the dance party to the next adventure you are always the 
hottest one on the block. Word. Peace. Love. – Adam Dorobiala

material things
C.R.E.A.M. Beanie
www.myspace.com/mthae-
dear

I know it’s summertime, and I know 
you must be wondering who in the 
hell wears a beanie in the middle of 
hundred-degree weather. Well, the 
truth is that geniuses wear beanies 
in the summer to keep their mind 
warm and ready for action in any 
situation. Plus, when you take it off 
after a while it looks like you just 
came from the hair salon. The hat 
I received was built custom for my 
dome (colorway, size and style) 
as yours can be too, depending 
on the selection of yarn in stock. 
kordell black ain’t no bitch when it comes to making a hat that makes you 
wonder if it really is separate from your head at any given point. Handmade 
with a needle and some string is the only way to go if you want a quality 

beanie, none of this “loom” shit. Peep the myspace page for availability and 
head on over to Autumn Garage, 
broken, ten and soon enough 
blindside will carry his lids, so go 
and support these local places 
and people whenever you can.  
– Adam Dorobiala

Film Por Vida!
Mute #2
www.lulu.com

Once again, Jai tanju has 
made an excellent paperback to 
please the eyes of millions with 
his newest release Mute #2. 
Filled with wonderful off peak 
moments in the skateboard 
photographer’s life, it has an 
eclectic mix of images from 

matt Price, louie barletta, dave swift and all the way to (one of SLUG’s 
very own photo masters) sam milianta. Besides the photos, one of my 
personal favorite parts of the book are the intro quotes before the handheld 
art show continues on to snapshots of modern times. Every facet of life is 

photographed in this book spanning 
from backyard pool skate sessions 
to portraits of friends waiting to 
skate the next spot. Find this book 
and help Mr. Tanju keep helping 
others with their photography 
careers by buying a copy. Your 
money will be well spent.   
– Adam Dorobiala

Quiksliver
Kelly Slater Pro Model Jeans
www.quiksilver.com

Surf’s up and you are ready to ride 
the barrel with this kit. Seriously, 
kelly slater knows how to engineer 
a good set of pants. Complete 
with deep pockets and even a 
“pickpocket” (referring to the dime 
sized pouch that conveniently holds 
a Quiksilver guitar pick), you are 
always jammin’. Also, the colorway 
is awesomely radical, not too blue, 

but just blue enough for the right chi 
for walking with water everywhere you go. Quiksilver also has sunglasses, 
backpacks, etc., basically if you can think of it they probably have it. Shoots 
bruddah, just cruise. – Adam Dorobiala
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Ghettolympics 
By Dave Amador 
peterpanhandler@slugmag.com

The Ghettolympics in a nutshell: 
105° on the asphalt, 96° in the 
shade (just like the song), great 
turnout, original concept, heaps 
of friendly competition, serious 
tricks getting busted, girls with 
water-misters, Red Bull and Red 
Bull Light, beers, friends, no foes, 
hot dogs, hamburgers, hip -hop 
disc jockey (thanks again DJ 
sUPerb, mike brown as the 
M.C. (humorous chap isn’t he?), 
Fox News, PCTV, clean people 
cleaning up after dirty people, 
cool parents, matching shop 
team t-shirts, early teen girls 
wearing bikinis and unzipped 

daisy dukes, bad thoughts, 20 
dudes with video cameras, 30 
dudes with regular cameras 
(myself included), video camera 
on crane set-up (definitely going 
the extra mile—thanks brian 
baade), teenagers smoking many 
cigarettes next to the The Truth 
booth, lots of sunglasses (these 
make my face sweat), beer run, 
people I haven’t seen in a long 
while (ben dickerson), good 
parking lot surface (thanks to Big 
Deluxe Tattoo), really long red hair 
(oliver buchanan), plaid shorts 
with striped shirts (this combo 
makes my eyes hurt),  maybe 
some track marks on some kids 
arm, mullet haircut from hell, neon 
green shirt, neon pink shirt, two 
hot dogs in one hamburger bun, 
good judging (big-e, dave Van, 
tully, helen Wade, PAndA and 
Greg from Union Shop), tight and 
tripped out events like timed height 
escalating hippy jump hurdles, 
longest power slide (this pretty 
much killed any one’s wheels that 
were willing to participate), open 
obstacle jam session, my favorite 
event the board chuck it’s kind 
of like the shot-put, but for losers 
(Jonathan Jackson almost took 
Jason Gianchetta’s head straight 
off), general chaos, SLUG Staff  
holding it down, dank squad 
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booth (the goods-you should really hook a brother up 
with some nice t-shirts size large please), good obstacle 
construction, good vibrations and just plain good in 
general.   

Special thanks goes to all the sponsors and to all the 
heads for making this scene happen. Here’ a list of how 
shit went down, check the inter-web for some footy. See 
you next month until then skate tuff and eat monkey 
muffins.

Final Tallies:

17 and under                               Not 17 and under

1. daniel roman                           1. isaiah beh                   
2. morgan coulington                  2. kevin emerson  
3. brandon Aguayo                          (East Coast Flavor)
                                                         3. brody Penrod

Longest Powerslide 17 and under
dylan halverson

Longest Powerslide by not a kid dani cerezini (Not the 
kid who rides for Blind)

Hippie Hurdle 17 and under
morgan coulington (overall destroyer for the day)

Hippie Hurdle winner
Jon hoganson  

Board Chucker Winner
Everyone who entered this event lost in the long run 
because it’s never cool to chuck your board 
(nash saxton should’ve won).

see you at teh next comp on August 23rd!
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S.O.D. Retrospective: 
By  Dave Amador  peterpanhandler@slugmag.com
Photos:  Bryan Meyers

do YoU hAVe AnY PoWell mini-loGo decks 
PleAse? hoW cUte, oliVer bUchAnAn At the 
riPe YoUnG AGe oF thirteen. loVe the siZe FoUr 
shoes And bleAch blonde hAir, omG.

beFore the hYPe,  beFore bloWinG 
throUGh eVerY shoe sPonsor in the 
bUsiness, beFore Green room, beFore 
Green hAir And the sAtAn tAttoo. it’s 
little PlUmb, shirtless JUst like his idle 
rYAn sheckler.

JAred smith (A.k.A. snUGGles) loVinG 
eVerY minUte oF s.o.d. since dAY one. YoU 
too, coUld hAVe A cool nicknAme iF YoU 
sleet With YoUr boArd on roAdtriPs.

oliVer bUchAnAn, mike mUrdock, JAred smith And First YeAr s.o.d. Winner 
chris YoUrGAlite, At the connection skAtePArk. 

What a Long Strange Trip it’s Been Damn, SLUG Mag has been 
holding down the S.O.D. (Sum-
mer of Death) contest series for 
eight years straight now. That’s 
probably longer than most of 
you fools have even been shred-
ding for. Throughout those years 
the faces, styles, tricks and con-
test formats have changed quite 
a bit, and always for the better. 
There has been one constant 
factor that has never gotten 
old––we have always had fun. 
Speaking of getting old, a lot of 
the competitors have grown up 
over the past eight years in front 
of our eyes. Some have gone on 
to the stardom of professional 
skateboarding, a handful of 
you have become recognized 
amateurs, a few have moved 
onto mature adult life (we salute 
you) and some are no longer 
with us. With all that said lets 
look forward to another eight 
years of chaos and destruction. 
Remember, we own this and no 
one else can have it.
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the Joy of snowboarding
By Helen Wade 
hwade1981@hotmail.com

Get ready for Ready––Absinthe Films’ new project 
that features some of the best snowboarders in the 
business.  This year Absinthe will kick off its third 
year of The Sphere of Influence Tour.  This tour will 
make its way through 21 major cities, with Salt Lake 
City being the first banger stop!  so seriously… get 
ready.  You’ll be left astounded and we 
may even have to peel you out of the 
theater––the riding is going to be that 
good.   

Ready features some of the best riders 
in the world including: nicolas muller, 
Gigi ruf, kevin Pearce, mFm, JP 
solberg, romain demarchi, scotty 
lago, mikey leblanc, big mountain: 
Jeremy Jones, Annie boulanger, 
keegan Valaika, matt beardmore, 
matty ryan, Wolfgang nyvelt and 
many more.  The riders and filmers 
traveled the world finding new and 
unique obstacles to ride down, jump 
on, slappy tap change up out of and 
whirly bird over.  

This tour is unlike any other snowboard 
film premier to date. in its third year 
now, The Sphere of Influence Tour is 
here to not only blow your mind, but to 
educate it about being environmentally 
responsible as well.  For every Sphere 
of Influence ticket sold, Absinthe will 
donate $1 to the Protect Our Winters 
organization and another $1 to a local 
non-profit in each city that the tour 
makes a stop in––so feel good about 
spending your money on this premier 
ticket.

I was lucky enough to chat with two 
of the best riders out there, Mikey 
Leblanc and Annie Boulanger.  
Leblanc has been part of the Absinthe 
crew for over three years now.  
Boulanger, the only female involved, 
has been filming with them for two 
years. In these interviews, we talked 
about traveling, filming and their take 
on the environment, not makeup or 
boys.  

Annie boulange

SLUG: How long have been 
snowboarding?
Ab: Since 94’. 14 years.

SLUG: What mountain is your home? 
Ab: Whistler/ Backcomb

SLUG: Who are your sponsors? 
Ab: Nike, Salomon, DAkine, Anon, Eesa, Whistler/
blackcomb, Ifound and Empire shop.

SLUG: How has your riding changed since you 
started? 
Ab: I used to ride the small icy hills of Québec, so I 
rode the icy jumps and iced yellow slick half pipes. 
Then I started competing in big air contests and half 
pipe. I wanted to continue down that path, but found 

it hard when I moved to Whistler because it kept 
dumping all the time. The park was always buried, 
so I had to learn to free ride instead. It took me a 
while to like it as much as the park, but now powder 
is pretty much the reason I ride.

SLUG: How have your injuries helped and hurt 
your riding? Do you feel any of your injuries were a 
blessing in disguise? 
Ab: When you’re pro, the worst thing in the world is 
an injury. That’s your enemy. I’ve lost a few seasons 
to blown-out knees and bruised heels. I took that 
time to reflect, learn from mistakes and read a lot. i 
think that being an athlete really pushes you to your 
limit and brings up your fears. If you want to come 

back strong, you have to confront them and deal 
with the psychological side of the sport too.

SLUG: What do you get out of being a 
professional snowboarder? You slay the crap 
out of anything put in front of you. Do you feel 
satisfied where you’re at right now or do you 
want to keep on pushing to the next level?  
Ab: I feel so lucky to have had the chance 
to travel and see the world, to meet so 
many different people and learn about their 
mentalities. I believe that’s the best way to 
educate yourself. Get out of your little bubble 
and explore what’s out there. Snowboarding 
has also taken me to surfing, my new love. on 
the snowboard side, I always want to progress 
and learn. i’m never really satisfied, that’s 
what keeps it interesting and fun.

SLUG: What riders do you look up to or that 
influence you to keep pushing yourself to the 
next level? 
Ab: Gigi, devon Walsh, Nicolas, Romain, 
Wolle, dcP, Jake blauvelt, Austin, eero e 
& n, bjorn leines, mFr.... so many....
 

SLUG: When did you start filming with the 
Absinthe crew? 
Ab: Two seasons ago.
SLUG: What is it like being the only girl 
involved?  How is filming? Do they push you, 
or do they let you have more of a voice? 

Ab: Well riding with those guys makes you 
realize how bad you are compared to them… 
that’s for sure.  I love working with Absinthe. 
They’re awesome. The guys are super 
cool and push me, but sometimes it’s hard 
cause the jumps are massive so i try to find 
something else to hit. i also find that i have a 
hard time speaking up, cause the guys should 

deserve more attention than me since they 
are better. I’m working on that part...
 SLUG: Who are your regular filming 
buddies?  
Ab: This year my crew varied between 
Romain, JP, Matt B, Wolle and markus k.

SLUG: Absinthe is promoting environmental 
education and awareness. How do you think the 
environment is looking right now? 
Ab: If you travel to overpopulated third world 
countries you realize how far the world is from 

Annie boulange
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recycling and being aware of what’s going on. 
That’s even scarier then what you see around here 
with the glaciers melting and everyone driving full 
size vehicles. 
SLUG: How do you think snowboarding both 
positively and negatively affects the environment?  
Ab: I haven’t seen the positive side, besides some 
happy people. The negative list gets long if you 
really think about it. Driving to the hill, running the 
chairs, cutting trees... that’s without considering 
everything that went into producing your gear in 
China or some other over populated country with no 
regulations and that wax that you just scraped off 
your board.

SLUG: What about snowmobiling?  I know they get 
people to incredible places, but how important do 
you think they are for the future of snowboarding 
and the environment?
Ab: Yeah, burn gas, lots of it, get the shot, get it 
done! Are there any positive questions here? like on 
make-up and boys?

SLUG: Alright to a lighter note what 
was the best part of filming…any good 
stories?
Ab: Like marie France would say: 
“One life”. It’s been amazing. We 
stress and complain about shots 
and sponsors sometimes, but only 
because we feel pressure at times.  
The Absinthe guys are funny and a 
blast to hang with. 
mikey leblanc

SLUG:How long have you been in the 
bus? Who are your sponsors?
ml: 24 years. Ride, DVS, Matix Holden 
and Milo Sport.  

SLUG: When did you get involved with 
Absinthe?
ml: i was riding/filming with shane 
six or seven years, but had no parts in 
the Absinthe Films.  I think about three 
years ago is when I legitimately was in 
the Absinthe Films.

SLUG: How has it been filming with 
them?  
ml: Ideal for where I am at right now 
with my riding.  I mean Absinthe made 
the best movie last year, and ever, 
in my opinion. I love being involved. 
There is no pressure in filming, they let 
us dictate 100% of our riding.  We do 
what we want. It is relaxed and portrays 
true riding, not dictated riding.

SLUG:  Who are you generally filming/
riding with?
ml: Last year for city trips it was 
mainly, Matty Ryan, Justin bennee, 
kale, keegan Valaika, J2 and Andy 
Wright is generally there snapping 
photos. For big mountain filming i love 
riding with MFM and Gigi Ruff.  I pretty 
much ride with a dream crew in every 
part.

SLUG: What were the major trips this 
filming year?
ml: When we did city filming we went to Toronto, 
Montreal and Buffalo, NY.  They were a lot of fun 
because these were cities that not many people had 
been to.  We had to really explore and find things 

to do. Nothing was really mapped out for us. This 
is what is great about Absinthe, they let us take 
chances and go to new places. There is the risk of 
not getting 100 shots, but there is the pleasure of 
getting different and more unique shots.  I mean we 
were filming on streets other crews don’t even know 
are around …
     
SLUG: Absinthe is really involved with being 
environmentally aware and promoting environmental 
education.  What are your feelings with where we’re 
headed, environmentally?
ml: Undoubtedly, we need to  at least admit that 
we are fucking shit up. You know if you rolled up to 
your bank and realized you are -100 dollars you’re 
fucked, below empty.  That’s how the world is right 
now. We are screwed on many levels, but there are 
1 million things we can do to fix things and slowly 
bring the globe together.

SLUG: How do you think snowboarding positively 
and negatively affects the environment?
ml: No matter what you do period you affect 

the environment. Let’s face it, the snow industry 
makes products that are bad, but there are 
options to become an eco-friendlier company.  
As for snowboarding affecting the environment, 
we definitely have a negative impact.  We are in 

the animal’s habitat. However on the positive, 
snowboarding is getting people outside. If you have 
a nice day on the mountain you will come back 
down and probably be nicer to people around you, 
which I consider eco-friendly.  If snowboarding is 
making you happy, then you will want to return the 
favor and make others around you happy.

SLUG: How do you feel about snowmobiling?  
It is used a lot in the sport, but is it absolutely 
necessary?
ml: it’s 100% horrible. They do get you to places to 
make epic movies and I do own one, but I rarely use 
it, and it wouldn’t bother me if I never had to again.  
Maybe they could create fixed gears for snow? or 
since all these kids are riding fixed gears now they 
should be able to hike up no problem.

SLUG: Where are you living now?
ml: I live in Portland, OR almost full-time.  I do have 
a house in SLC so I come back for the winters.

SLUG: I hear when you are in Salt Lake you go the 
Kanzeon Zen Center and your Zen Master 
is roshi?  The funny thing is I garden for 
Roshi.
ml: Really!  

SLUG: Yeah, I love his garden. It’s my 
favorite out of the gardens I take care of.
ml: Well, I bet there is a lot of good Karma 
coming from that place!

SLUG: How has learning the art of Zen 
Buddhism helped your snowboarding?
 ml: It has helped my snowboarding so 
much.  It changes your way of thinking. 
You become more aware of your thoughts, 
how you perceive the world. I love 
snowboarding, it absolutely saved my life 
and gave me confidence. As a pro you 
go through gnarly stages with money and 
sponsors. Through these stages you almost 
lose the joy of snowboarding.  Going to the 
Zen Center has allowed me to find that joy 
again and helps me be aware of when I am 
caught up in all that negative nonsense.

SLUG:  What do you want the youngins that 
are watching you get to out of your riding 
style?
ml: Take away whatever they want. The 
kids should find their own style, don’t do 
what everyone else does. It’s good to be 
inspired by films and the pros, but just 
don’t copy it. There are so many options 
in life to be creative and find your own 
niche. Snowboarding allows people to 
know they are capable of standing on their 
own two feet. It gives people courage and 
confidence to do things on their own.  since 
snowboarding is such and individual sport, 
people need that push to get out there.  Try 
new things, share your experiences with 
others and show people the joy they can 
receive out of snowboarding.
if you have been living under a boulder field 
for the past few months and have not yet 
seen the teaser for Ready then visit: 
www.sphereofinfluencetour.com

If you feel inspired to start becoming more involved 
in saving the world, visit and support the following 
sites:
www.protectourwinters.org 
www.energyactioncoalition.org

mikey leblanc
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Gallery stroll
By Mariah Mann-Mellus    mariah@slugmag.com

camilla taylor knows the fundamentals of putting on a successful print 
exchange, making her latest show, Secret, an irresistible stop on August 15th’s 
Gallery Stroll. It will be presented by the Kayo Gallery at 177 east 300 south in 
downtown salt lake with a public artists’ reception held from 6-9 P.M.

With a laundry list of artist including trent call, claire taylor, cein Watson, 
camilla taylor, stephanie carrico, steve Jansen, clyde Ashby, 
catherine mataisz, Veera kasicharernvat, Amber heaton, mary toscano, 
cara despain, emily Johndrow, stephanie dykes, dylan mcmanus and 
erin esplin, patrons are bound to find a perfect and inexpensive addition to 
their art collection. 

Using a standard format, all the participants made a selected number of prints 
to exchange among other artists and several to be sold at the gallery. Available 
for $20 apiece, collecting from even the well-established artists becomes an 
affordable reality.

Staying with one format makes for clean lines and offers everyone an even 
playing field. The format becomes a comforting structure to house even the 
wildest interpretations. 

 “So far, I don’t know how risky, or risqué, people are going to get with their 
prints,” Camilla says. “There have been promises of illicit sexual content, and 
humiliating revelations, but we’ll see who follows through.”

After relocating some years ago, Camilla now resides in Los Angeles but has 
yet to find the niche of jaw-dropping print-makers the good old slC has to offer. 
“Last year, I tried doing a dual exhibit, having the show open the same time in 
Salt Lake City and in Phoenix.  It seemed like a good idea, but the Salt Lake City 
artists dwarfed the Phoenix artists in amount and quality.  i couldn’t find many 
people who were both artists and experienced in printmaking in other cities like 
I could in SLC.” 

Not all gallery openings take place during the monthly Gallery Stroll.  Offering 
highbrow art, the Utah Art Alliance will feature Defining Moments by sonya 
dinsdale, open September 2nd–September 27th with an artists’ reception 
Friday, September 5th. 

Defining Moments consist of colorful, abstract, two-dimensional mixed-media 
works depicting the rollercoaster of human emotions. It is a testament to the 
therapy of creating art to reflect and move forward through life’s challenges. 

Sonya relates the images to 
themes of unrequited love, 
the triumph of the human 
spirit over personal terror and 
the exuberance of a sunny 
day in April. 

The Utah Arts Alliance is 
located 127 South Main 
and will be open Tuesday 
through Friday 4-8 P.M. and 
Saturdays from 1-5 P.M.  
Free on-street parking is 
available after 6P.M. 
If you have an upcoming 
gallery/art studio event, 
contact me at
 mariah@slugmag.com
Submission must be received 
by the 10th of the month 
prior. 
Go out and support local art!

color reduction relief print, 
“Whisper and leave” by 
Amber heaton. 
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BEER-BEER-BEER-BEER

REVIEWS-REVIEWS-REVIEWS-REREVIEWS
bru review
Tyler Makmell
tyler@slugmag.com

When it comes to wit bier, everyone’s 
first thought is Blue Moon. But, because 
I have a palate that refuses to digest 
fecal matter and rotting fruit, I felt the 
need to produce a line-up of reviews 
of decent Belgian wits that are lo-
cally grown and actually taste like they 
should. Light in body, your typical wit 
bier is hazy (due to the wheat and the 
unfiltered brewing process) and packs 
some aromatics of fresh oranges, 
coriander and a blend of spices left to 
the brewers discretion. Although the 
concept of brewing Belgian beers in 
Utah is a slow growing revolution, the 
wit beir is a perfect place to start for 
beginners getting into drinking this style 
of brew.

squatter’s Wit Bier
brewery: Utah brewers cooperative 
/ squatters
Abv: 4%
Average Price: $14.99
serving style: summer sampler 
Pack
rating: **** 
description: With a very light, hazy-
yellow pour, this brew is packed with 
carbonation and a nice fluffy white 
head. Lighter in aromatics than your 
standard wit, this one still surprised me 
with a combination of lemon/orange 
zest, yeasty notes and a fair amount of 
coriander. The palate of this brew only 
complements the aromatics, but fin-
ishes with a pleasant amount of malts 
and bitterness to polish it off. 

overview: “The Brohas of Brew” the 
Cooperative have yet to produce a beer 
that I would not drink. Working outdoors 
in the 100º weather of this desert we 
call home, this could not be better thirst 
quencher. In comparison to their recent 
batches of this brew, this is the best to 
date. While I would like a bit more spice 
in the finish, this beer could not be any 
better for the casual and the hedonistic 
drinker to enjoy.

Where to Find: Found on tap at most 
Squatters locations, almost every 
grocery store and of course, the lovely 
Utah Beer Store.

Rype
brewery: Four + brewing / Uinta 
brewing company
Abv: 4%
Average Price: $7.99
serving style: 12 oz bottle / six-
Pack

rating: ***½
description: The newest brew out of 
the Four + Brewing Company has hit 
just in time for the summer season. 
This brew pours crystal clear with a nice 
foamy head. I know you are thinking… 
“but Tyler, I thought you said wits were 
unfiltered and hazy?” Well fuck you, 
the boys over at Uinta, in their genius, 
decided that filtering their wit would 
help ease you out of  your shitty drink-
ing habits of Blue Moon. With a decent 
amount of carbonation, this wit gives 
off the least bit of orange, coriander 
and caramel malts with a nice malty 
dry finish.

overview: The brewers over at 
Uinta have put this brew through more 
changes than the Book of Mormon 
to meet your needs. So, if you are 
looking for a well-brewed alternative to 
supporting massive brewing corpora-
tions (fuckinpieceofshit Blue Moon), 
start drinking some Rype! Also, for 
some non-drunken rants on this brew, 
tune into some local “Home Brewing 
Perspective” podcasts to listen to their 
“what are you drinking” segments. 
http://www.homebrewingperspectives.
com

Where to Find:  Find it on tap over 
at the Uinta Brewing Company and 
six-packs are scattered throughout the 
valley’s grocery stores.

Bee Sting Wit
brewery: hoppers
Abv: 4%
Average Price:  $3.75
serving style: Pint
rating: *** 
description: Pouring a very light yel-
low, this wit is rich in coriander aroma 
and mixed with a touch of tart-bitter 
oranges. The flavor is a malty complex 
of bitter oranges, grassy hops and a 
mouthful of carbonation. The overall fin-
ish really just makes you want more.

overview: A decent brew from 
Hoppers, this beer is something to 
look forward to next summer. I wish 
I could have given you a brew you 
could get immediately, but be sure 
to throw this guy on your radar for its 
next go-around. This brew may be full 
on carbonation, but a touch watery in 
body/taste so I was “forced” to drink 
multiples to get a complete grasp.

Where to Find: This beer is only found 
on tap at Hoppers Bar & Grill in the 
early summer.
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36 Grit slurry
Demo
self-released
street: 08.05
36 Grit slurry = sneaking up on 
your grandparents and scaring them
This band’s name makes no 
sense to me, but I give them a 
big ol’ thumbs up “Welcome to 
Gotham” style for being creative 
and whacky. If Alice in chains 
still made albums and stuck to 
their early ‘90s sound, this would 
be what their new album would 
sound like. The riffage on this 
record is intense and tight—It 
locks you in and the lyrics are flat 
out amazing. I’m excited to check 
them out live at the Avalon Aug. 
4. – Jon Robertson   

¡Andale!
Self-Titled
Pseudo recordings
street: 06.07
¡Andale! = Yeah Yeah Yeahs + 
Pretty Girls make Graves + the 
Wolfs

After years of teasing and torturing 
with a single-track acting as the 
only officially released material, 
¡Andale! have finally released a 
full-length album. Although the 
wait was long, the self-titled album 
lives up to the precedent set by 
“Hit the Ground,” the track fea-
tured on DBS II. The album opens 
with the infectious and hard-hitting 
“Walk Away” and only gets better 
from there.  The chuggy guitars 
and laughable lyrics featured on  
“Fucking Tourettes” lead quite 
nicely into the mellow verses and 
addictive chorus of “I Liked You 
Better When.” Two of my favorite 
tracks were “Unforgiving Sky” 
and “Messed Up,” but really any 

way you add it up all 10 tracks on 
this album are delicious. Bravo, 
¡Andale! – Jeanette Moses

Ask the dust
Try. Fail. Trust.
self-released
street: 06.26
Ask the dust = coheed & cambria 
+ death by stereo + a cello
On the surface, Ask The Dust 
might appear to be another 
vanilla-bland rock band playing 
vanilla bland tunes, but you’d 
be dead wrong, if you stuck with 
this assumption.  The thing that 
sets this group apart is their use 
of a cello as one of their leading 
instruments, rather than just a 
supporting character in the group.  
The songs are quite good and 
original enough to give their band 
a distinctive enough style to stand 
out among the pack of rock/metal 
here in the valley. -Kat Kellermeyer

calico
Black Pyramid
self-released
street: 07.01
calico = Vincent Gallo + Valley of 
the Giants +Vetiver

Oh Calico, how do you infatuate 
me? Let me recount our days. Just 
as your opening song begins— 
silently we grew stronger and my 
heart beat loud like the ringing of a 
triangle. Vibrations from your per-
cussion and low keys transcended 
me into a great high. There the 
sounds steadied as we lay next to 
one another, “In the Sun.” Naked, 
not holding hands, for our “Hands 
are Sand” and as useless as our 
hearts. We listened while birds 
chirped and flapped around a 

“Black Pyramid.” My heart and 
ears pulsed with Calico’s psyche-
delic tones staggering through the 
sky, where we spent most of our 
time—nine erotic minutes—only 
to be forced into the spacious-
ness of “Heaven” by soft chords 
from an acoustic guitar and 
relaxing rhythms of a keyboard. 
Your quickening pace increased 
my “Bloodflow” with your thom 
Yorke vocals. Like stolen, shining 
“Diamonds,” I am impressed by 
such a luminous performance of 
troubadours who generate heat to 
such musical endeavors (brown-
ham, chanticleer the clever 
cowboy). Sadly, Calico, you do 
not love me in return. I should 
feel alone, but your bleak honesty 
fills any empty space. –Jennifer 
Nielsen

the devil Whale
Like Paraders
self-released
street: 04.10
the devil Whale = Palomino + 
Aqualung

The Devil Whale gets my vote for 
the best serenading band in Utah. 
I can already see girls and boys 
getting weak at the knees. This is 
one of those bands that can ap-
peal to everyone because the mu-
sic is so personal. brinton Jones 
must have some connections with 
the man upstairs because he has 
definitely been blessed with some 
heavenly vocals. In fact, this whole 
album is blessed. Each instrument 
fits together so well that it’s hard to 
detect a single flaw. it’s the perfect 
blend of pop, folk and rock, some-
thing you can cry to, laugh to and 
dance to. I think their promise in 
the track “Turn around the car,” “I 

will let you down, but not tonight” 
needs to be rephrased. The 
Devil Whale won’t let us down, not 
tonight or ever if they keep coming 
up with music like this. –Lyuba 
Basin

Jeremy spence
Pieces
self-released
street: 10.16.2007
Jeremy spence = dashboard 
confessional + a pimping press kit
Anyone touting a press kit that 
hints they sounds like Coldplay 
better be packing a lot of heat to 
back it up.  Unfortunately, after 
listening through this album three 
times, I couldn’t even hear a hint 
of Chris Martin, let alone any trace 
of a euro-pop influence.  The sad-
dest part is that somewhere inside 
this collection is a great song 
dying to get out.  Unfortunately, all 
that manages to come across is a 
monotone collection of whiny pop 
ballads and lyrics that barely rate 
as contrived and cliché.  There 
are a few moments where Spence 
gets it. On the tracks where he 
shifts away from rock and goes 
acoustic, you can see an almost 
damien rice-like potential.  It’s 
just not here yet.  Teenage girls 
will no doubt eat this up, but that’s 
about it. -Kat Kellermeyer

my own time
Rise From the Downfall
self-released
street: 06.21
my own time = otep + crisis + 
Walls of Jericho + kittie
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From the ashes of oxido repub-
lica come My Own Time, a very 
different machine than Oxido. The 
obvious highlight of this five-track 
demo is karla “Agony” olivia’s 
vocals. There is a great amount 
of energy behind her lyrics, and it 
just feels like she is singing from 
her own pain, when nowadays 
many female singers scream just 
because they can. Agony has a 
karyn crisis vibe behind her, but 
she maintains her own style and 
strength. The music is rooted in 
groove metal, but there is plenty 
of thrashing moments and moody 
melodic portions setting the tone 
for a dark set of recordings. On 
some tracks, the guitars falter and 
seem to lack a bit of intensity, but 
the guys hit it right on the head 
with their song “Pain Lulls Me to 
Sleep,” the most technical-sound-
ing track of the demo. It’s also 
the most moving. The production 
sound for a demo is for the most 
part excellent. The drum sound 
gets lost in the mix at times, but it 
has a tape-recorded quality to it 
that gives the songs a gritty and 
harsh tone. I’d honestly listen to 
My Own time over anything that 
Otep or Kittie have released. 
The band has true promise in all 
aspects. –Bryer Wharton 

Purr bats
And The Cows Came Home In 
Pirouette
self-released
street: 02.27
Purr bats = devo + ouija boards + 
sego lilly bulbs

Anyone who’s ever picked up an 
album by Purr Bats knows the sort 
of insanity they’re getting into, but 
for those unfamiliar, let me try to 
explain:  imagine a much more 
twisted version of Devo, blend-
ing a folk-western style into a 
techno-rock hybrid.  Add in near 
psychotic, well-layered lyrics and 
you’ll have a good idea of what 
Purr Bats are all about. And The 
Cows Came Home In Pirouette is 
more than worth a listen before 

these guys release their fifth album 
later this year. -Kat Kellermeyer

salt town Greasers
Self-Titled
self-released
street: 06.14 
salt town Greasers= dave Alvin 
+southern culture on the skids + 
the irish brothers
I can’t tell if these folks are trying 
to create an eclectic sound or 
if they just can’t make up their 
minds up on what to play. Country, 
punk, psycho and rockabilly all 
find their way into the mix, but 
with little thought as to how to 
play these genres well. This is 
an alright band that is going to 
play lots of fun shows around 
town maybe get to open up for 
someone like reverend horton 
heat, but beyond that, they’re just 
going to be that local band that 
everyone sees a bunch of times. 
And hey, there’s not a damn thing 
wrong with that. At least there 
out there making some noise. I 
don’t want to discourage anybody 
here because every city needs a 
couple bands like this to represent 
us as far as rockin’ good times 
go. Anybody remember the salt 
city bandits from a couple years 
back? They were the same deal as 
these guys, and not just because 
they both have salt in their names, 
but because they’re a good rock 
‘n roll band that doesn’t care 
whether they make history or not.  
–James Orme       

team mom
Self-Titled
leaky roof studios
street: 04.18
team mom = cerveris + Weezer
I was not prepared to be so 
pleasantly surprised. This album 
is darn good.  With a surge in 
the indie-pop scene as of late, 
Team Mom is a welcome addi-
tion, bringing new-age alternative 
with a twist of ‘60s folky electric 
guitar and swing-jazz drums.  That 
doesn’t mean they don’t have 
an edge, however.  As you listen 
to the album and hear how they 
approach each different song, 
you’ll quickly realize Team Mom is 
no one trick pony.  The tunes are 
catchy enough that the album’s 
opening song, “Rabbit In Red,” 
was stuck in my head for two days 
after listening for the review.  While 
they’re not reinventing the genre, 
they sure are doing a fine job 
working it. -Kat Kellermeyer
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Ghost recon Advanced Warf-
ighter 2
Ubisoft Paris
PC/Xbox 360/Ps3
03.06.2007

The Ghost Recon game series initially came out in 
2001, and only perpetuated my infatuation with tac-
tical military combat. red storm entertainment 
had already won my heart previously with their fan-
tastic Rainbow Six series, and while the outdoors 
world of Ghost Recon was a tad more simplistic, 
it had some unique aspects to it. Unfortunately, 
this is where the happy story ends for me. I’ve 
been in a battered-wife relationship with the series 
ever since. Ubisoft has stepped in and changed 
things... drastically, and I’m continually pouty about 
this. Mainly my complaint is that too many console 
“shooter” games make me feel like I’m being 
spoon fed information, game tips, and help from 
the game itself to progress further with little effort 
on my part. GRAW2 is certainly a culprit of this 
offense as well, but I can honestly say I’d probably 
like this game if it didn’t pretend to be part of the 
game series I initially loved many years ago.

You can still choose your team members to join 
you on missions and issue them orders on the 
field of battle, but much of it feels automated, and 
the artificial intelligence takes on certain liberties 
that, I suppose, one could pass off as “features.” 
When moving through the linear topography from 
checkpoint to checkpoint, you don’t really have to 
watch your own ass, and the only consequence 
of the game is being forced to start over at an auto-
save checkpoint. This really destroys any potential 
long-term strategy and replaces it with canned, 
on-the-fly motions that a player can go through to 
achieve the objectives. Perhaps my complaints are 
convoluted, maybe even frivolous, but my point is 
that I dislike being lead to believe I’m accomplish-
ing something in a video game when I’m actually 
just going through the motions and letting the 
automatic game scripts do their job for me.

This isn’t a bad game at its core, in fact, there are 
spots where it is rather fun. But at the end of the 
day, it delivers little challenge, reward or replay 
value. –Conor Dow

2.5 out of 5 infidels 

metal Gear solid 4: Guns of the 
Patriots
Konami/Kojima Productions
PS3
06.12.2008

A franchise twenty-one years in the making, MGS 
has always been one of the most progressive 
series in gaming.  Once again, MGS has changed 
the face of the medium forever with Kojima’s epic 
conclusion: Guns of the Patriots.  “War is to the 
21st century what oil was to the 20th: the pillar that 
supports the global economy.”  Kojima starts off 
the game with this concept and builds from there.  
The player takes control of Solid Snake, sent on 
one last mission to save humanity, but of course 
things are never that simple.  

Still a stealth game at its core, MSG4 introduces 
two new action element to the series: the Drebin 
system, and the Psyche meters.  Whereas previous 
games had players collect weapons as the game 
progressed, the Drebin system allows Snake to 
purchase and upgrade weapons at any time.  
While this does allow a certain FPS element, the 
player will quickly learn that they have to balance 
stealth and action gameplay.  Combat takes its toll 
on Old Snake, both mind and body.  Too much 
combat, and snake won’t be able to fight as well.  
However, spikes can occur when the stress is too 
much, giving the player combat bonuses and dam-
age reductions, but after the firefight, it can leave 
the player’s levels looking poor.  This brings a new 
strategic element of combat balance to the game 
and works brilliantly.  The boss battles are epic, 
introducing a whole new troop of baddies, the B&B 
corps, and bringing back some old favorites.

Fans of the series will have a lot of questions 
they want answered, and Kojima answers them.  
If you’ve heard the rumors about hour-long 
cutscenes, you’ve heard right.  Fortunately for you, 
you probably won’t mind this time around.  No bor-
ing codec sequences here.  Almost the entire story 
is told through gorgeous, beautifully orchestrated 
cutscenes.  Kojima has made more than a game; 
he’s made a masterpiece. – Kat Kellermeyer

5 out of 5 Microsoft gamers who wish they had 
PS3s

rock band
Harmonix
Wii
6.22.2008

In the months leading up to Wii’s release, it was 
revealed that it wouldn’t be in direct competition 
with sony and microsoft’s machines. You may 
have forgotten this fact, what with Wii selling like 
it was going out of production tomorrow, but, the 
fact remains. And if you need a reminder, pick up 
Rock Band. If you’re unfamiliar with Rock Band, 
it’s a rhythm game in which you and 3 friends, with 
the use of the included plastic instruments and 
microphone, form a (cover) band and dominate 
the world with your (read: other bands’) badass 
sounds. This game was probably never meant to 
be on Wii and the removal of many key features 
certainly suggests this. But it’s still Rock Band, 
so it’s still fun, but be warned that it is a terribly 
gimped version of the game. First off, there is no 
downloadable content. This means that you’re 
stuck with the same tracks for good. Or at least 
until they release the Rock Band Track Pack, a $30 
stand-alone disc which will include 20 more songs. 
But who wants to pay $30 when you really only 
want 2 or 3 songs? They did include 5 tracks ex-
clusive to this version, as well as a few other songs 
that appear as DLC on other versions. These are 
nice features if you are stuck with this version, but 
there is really no substitute for being able to pick 
which songs you want to purchase. Also noticeably 
absent from this version of the game is the ability 
to create your own character, online multiplayer, 
and World Tour mode. This version isn’t without 
its high points, however. The hardware that ships 
with the Wii version is far superior to the other 
versions’ hardware. The drums are quieter as 
well as sturdier, and the guitars are wireless right 
out of the box. But keep in mind that you will be 
stuck purchasing another guitar if you want the full 
experience. Your existing Guitar Hero III guitar for 
Wii will not work with this game. So, If Wii is your 
only console, Rock Band will surely be a hit for you. 
If not, I suggest you grab this one on another, more 
capable system. –Aaron Day
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Aesop rock
None Shall Pass Instrumen-
tals & Acapellas
definitive Jux
street: 06.02
Aesop rock = blockhead + The 
Dead Poets Society
This project came to be as a re-release 
of Aesop’s bangin’ album of 2007, 
None Shall Pass. It’s a two-part album 
that brings the instrumentals to you 
first, followed by the drone sound of a 
capella versions of the tracks featuring 
the not-too-soothing voice of Aesop 
Rock. The instrumentals are what really 
set this album off for me. The collection 
of instrumental tracks are produced by 
hip hop all-stars Aesop himself, el-P, 
rob sonic and of course, the mighty 
Blockhead. The instrumentals consist 
of ultra-jazzy, groovin’ beats intertwined 
with the scratch wizardry of dJ big 
Wiz. Full of soulful tracks with breaks 
that make you want to relax in that red 
velvet chair sippin’ on some double 
malt. The a capellas are interesting, 
but not entirely my forte. They give 
me a very anxious feeling as I am 
constantly waiting for the beat to drop 
that never comes. I would have to say 
the instrumental section of this album is 
a must-have for any connoisseur, but I 
could do without the a capella versions. 
–Mike Reff 

APse
Spirit
AtP
street: 07.07
APse = sigur rós + mogwai + 
cavernous drones 
Even in this day and age of mass 
media, sometimes a gem slips through 
the cracks. Case in point: APSE’s Spirit. 
originally released in 2006, Spirit has 
been re-released with bonus tracks by 
the kind souls at ATP and I couldn’t 
be more pleased. In Spirit are obvious 
comparisons to Sigur Rós, but don’t 
mistake APSE as a group of imita-
tors. Certainly the vocals, high pitched 
and buried within the wall of sound, 
is similar, but the more aggressive 
rhythms, tone and roaming bass lines 
lean towards a bill laswell and/or 
Jah Wobble production with a little 
darkness and something sinister thrown 
in for variation. Fans of drone rock á là 
the Warlocks and post-rock wonders 
mono should also take note. Highly 
recommended. –ryan michael painter

Arkona
Ot Serdtsa K Nebu
napalm records
street: 07.29
Arkona = Falkenbach + korpikalani 
+ russian flair
These days, with folk/pagan metal be-
coming an increasingly popular genre 
and bands that pretty much started 

the scene being copied massively by 
other bands, creating your own niche 
and style in the folk/pagan genre can 
be tough. However, it isn’t tough for 
Russian veteran folk/pagan metal act 
Arkona with Ot Serdtsa K Nebu, the 
band’s fourth full-length. Listeners are 
taken to another time and place; the 
record has this underlying atmosphere 
that many other artists strive to achieve 
but fail at. Just listening to this album 
at times conjures up images of old, 
almost as if the music was created 
centuries ago. The balance between 
folk/acoustic styles (utilizing a plethora 
of instruments while some synthesized 
all sound earthy and very organic) 
amongst the heavy, almost black-met-
al-style riffing is a sure treat for metal 
fans thirsting for something much more 
diverse than you average fare stuck in 
certain genre tags. This record is full of 
beautiful melodic passages, full-on eth-
nicity with brutality in emotions that any 
artist would bend over backwards to 
acquire; the entire album is a listening 
experience that will send your senses to 
higher realms. Definitely take this trip! 
–Bryer Wharton

braindead
No Consequences
burn bridges
street: 06.24
braindead = Ambitions + miles 
Away + dag nasty
Melodic hardcore has become such a 

bloated genre lately that for a band to 
elbow its way to the front seems like 
an almost impossible task. Hopefully, 
Braindead will be able to maneuver 
through the throngs of calculated 
and overblown acts to the front of the 
crowd. Passion isn’t something that 
just comes along with octave guitar 
riffs and melodic interludes; it’s earned 
and it’s sincere. Braindead are sincere 
and take their time. Some songs have 
minute-plus outros of excellent melodic 
and spacey guitar work which provide 
a respite from vocalist Chris Lynch’s 
assault. Others are singeing in their 
punk-rock firestorm. There is some oc-
casional singing thrown in, and usually 
that’s cheesy, but with Braindead, it’s 

more Dag Nasty or minor threat than 
it is Top 40. This Philadelphia quintet 
has hit the passionate hardcore nail 
on the head; hopefully, the kids will be 
able to sift through the detritus and find 
this gem. –Peter Fryer

the curse of company
Leo Magnets Joins a Gang
dangerbird records
street 07.22
the curse of company = eulogies 
+ silversun Pickups – publicity
This band has got something going for 
them. Unlike the similar artists I men-
tioned above, The Curse of Company 
has a more experimental and mysteri-
ous sound. This alone will exempt 
them from being overplayed at trendy 
coffee shops and sub-urban outfitters 
unlike other bands on their record 
label. With the combination of smooth 
vocals similar to kate moss when she 
featured in Primal scream’s “Some 
Velvet Morning” and the even smoother 
collection of keys and electric guitar 
on tracks like “Any Day” and “I Have a 
Simple Life,” you just can’t go wrong. 
However, any good album can go rot-
ten if you’ve got it running through the 
speakers 39,387,953 times a day (i’m 
just estimating). Moderation, anyone? If 
at all possible, I’d like to keep this one 
my own secret so that the big corps 
can’t get a hold of it and use it to sell 
their cars and shoes. –Lyuba Basin

dead heart bloom
Fall In
kei records
street: 07.29
dead heart bloom= david bowie 
+ Pink Floyd + echo and the bun-
nymen
It’s not as bad as it sounds. The 
combination of the vocal style of bowie 
with ethereal touches of Floyd make 
for some interesting songs. Skip the 
first track of this eP. it almost put me to 
sleep, not in the good way (like heroin). 
The last four songs keep the same 
theme as the rest of the disc, but get 
better as the disc winds down. They’ve 
got strings, piano, deep lyrics and 
an understanding of music lacking in 
other, younger groups. This genre isn’t 
usually my top pick, but Dead Heart 
Bloom does a nice job of it. If they can 
pull off an expressive live show, I’d say 
this is a band to expect stellar things 
from in the future. Unfortunately, they’re 
based in NY and they’re mainly on the 
East Coast right now. –Jon “JP” Paxton

the dead science
Villinaire
constellation
street: 08.02
the dead science = coco rosie 
+ rufus Wainwright + the mars 
Volta lite
I have a theory about why bands put 

the word “Dead” in their title (this rule 
excludes the dead kennedys) and 
The Dead Science do not buck that 
trend. Singer sam mickens plays the 
dramatic singer well, with every pitch 
change emanating from his mouth. 
The term vibrato does not do it justice: 
warble does. I mean, warble in a good 
way, like rufus Wainwright with an 
even bigger emote pedal. It is pretty 
experimental: what sounds like a full 
string section and nicely placed jazz 
guitar combine in a surreal place 
where you’d expect to see water 
nymphs sucking men’s souls from their 
foreheads. Dead Science also don’t 
hesitate to throw in noise and reversed 
tape at points. This is music I had to 
listen to a few times and ease into (like 
anal sex, ahem, I’ve heard). Aw fuck 
it, this album IS EXACTLY LIKE ANAL. 
–Jon “JP” Paxton

delta spirit
Ode to Sunshine
rounder records
street: 08.26
delta spirit = cold War kids + the 
shys + Whiskey + boots
It’s about time Delta Spirit makes even 
the slightest ripple in the music world. 
Finally, they come out with a full-length 
album that actually makes it out of Cali-
fornia. It’s been a while since I’ve heard 
boots hit the floors, and i’m glad they 
will be starting the beat. Their track, 
“People C’mon,” is sure to make you 
clap your hands, grab a tambourine 
and sing along until your voice gives 
out. But Ode to Sunshine isn’t just 
noise; it also gives us mellow, acoustic 
love songs. Oh wait, is this a tear 
coming from my eye? This album is the 
anthem leading the passionate rock-
ers who grab inspiration from classic 
legends. Is it so wrong to say a band 
sounds a little like the beatles? Like 
that could ever be a bad thing. –Lyuba 
Basin (Gallivan Center 08.14)

earlimart
Hymn And Her
major domo/shout! Factory
street: 07.01
earlimart = elliot smith + ivy
Aaron espinoza and Ariana murray 
return with another album that mixes 
wistful vocals with warm melodic instru-
mentals producing a lovely dream-pop 
record that drifts along like a lazy 
summer day. This is both Hymn and 
Her’s greatest strength and ultimately, 
its overwhelming weakness. The only 
real variation of style comes when 
Ariana takes on lead vocals, but the 
mood never shifts as time slurs along 
like a pleasant daydream; kind in the 
moment, but it never really gets you 
anywhere. –ryan michael painter 

equilibrium
Sagas
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nuclear blast records
street: 06.27
equilibrium = Wintersun + Windir 
+ turisas
Despite having only one other full 
album under their belts, Germany’s 
equilibrium quickly gained the respect 
of metal fans for their adept mix of folk, 
power, and Viking metal, all tastefully 
spread over the flexible black-metal 
style. Though Sagas has a slightly 
cleaner production value compared to 
2005’s Turis Fratyr, it doesn’t waste any 
time when delivering 79 full minutes of 
stunning, absolutely epic songwriting. 
What’s amazing to me about this album 
is that it quite literally has something 
for everyone who enjoys metal without 
compromising any artistic integrity, 
nor crossing the invisible line into 
“power-metal cheese.” It simply melds 
the aforementioned styles together 
perfectly and has many catchy and 
beautiful tracks which keep me coming 
back for more. The album also features 
Ulrich herkenhoff on the panpipes, 
who can be more notably heard on the 
score for the lord of the rings—
return of the king. You can bet your 
Viking runestones that this album will 
be on my top albums of 2008. –Conor 
Dow

Fat skeleton 
EP
independent
street: 08.12
Fat skeleton = mc 900 Foot Jesus 
+ Pink Floyd + with a twist of lemon
Alright, here’s the deal—if you want to 
chill and listen to some creepy tunes 
with a bit of danny elfman mixed in, 
Fat skeleton is the band for you. If 
you like Xtc mixed with the new songs 
from high on Fire’s latest disc, then 
Fat Skeleton totally wants to take you 
out for a nice seafood dinner and never 
call you back. I have to say that the 
vocals and the keyboards/synthesizer 
definitely add an intriguing element to 
this dark music. My favorite aspect of 
this band is the vocals. J. esinger and 
c. Pratt are totally sneaking up on you, 
sexual predator style, and whispering in 
your ear. Come to think it, that sounds 
like a secret fantasy come true. Fat 
Skeleton, you can take me out to dinner 
any time. –Jon Robertson 

the Gaslight Anthem
The ’59 Sound
side one dummy
street: 08.19
the Gaslight Anthem=bruce spring-
steen + the killers + the loved 
ones + the draft
Almost never is it possible to be 
completely sold on a band or album 
you’ve never heard within 45 seconds 
of the first track. However, don’t be 
surprised if this happens when putting 
in The Gaslight Anthem’s latest, The ’59 
Sound. For a band whose inception is 
only close to three years ago, TGA have 
found a sound so prolific this early on in 
their career that it makes you wonder/
hope there is more to come. Mindblow-
ing tracks like Great Expectations and 
The ’59 Sound (the first two songs on 
the album), cause salivating and a 
craving for more and thankfully, each of 
the rest offer the same excitement. This 
record is a great addition to a small but 
great back catalogue (yes, I checked 
out prior stuff after falling in love with 

this album), and sets some great ex-
pectations for what lies in the future for 
these NJ boys. –Jeremy C. Wilkins

Gentlemen Auction 
house
Alphabet Graveyard
street: 08.18
emergency Umbrella records
Gentlemen Auction house= the 
Polyphonic spree + Arcade Fire on 
ssris
These guys, and one girl (seven total), 
are as poppy as your nephew on Jolt 
Cola. That being said, the songs aren’t 
that bad and do the job of exploring 
the multi-vocalist/instrumentalist wave 
of right now. The bridges are some of 
the best parts; well done, incorporating 
varied rhythms and plenty o’ organ. 
This band is pleasantly pleasing at 
everything they do. It was pleasing in 
the way that makes me want to wash 
myself bloody ’til I’m cleansed of the 
pop-demons. Think Baby Jesus on a 
cross for pumice stones and Band-
Aids. Somewhere a model binged on 
a bunch of indie and chamber-pop al-
bums, then discreetly went to the pow-
der room and made Gentlemen Auction 
House’s latest. A label rep must have 
knocked on the door, perhaps expect-
ing a rail of pearly decadence, only to 
discover his latest band in the sink and 
a passed-out bulimic. –Jon “JP” Paxton

helvetia 
Headless Machine of the 
Heart
the static cult label
street 07.20
helvetia = Viva Voce + mew
Helvetia has joined my collection of 
tunes that I choose for late nights 
staring at the ceiling in a “daze.” For 

those who don’t know me too well, 
that means that i give this band five 
stars and total stoner credibility. Even 
if you aren’t into that kind of thing, 
listening to this album will put you in 
a spiraling abyss of pure enjoyment, 
without the feeling of nausea or dizzi-
ness. However, these guys aren’t just 
midnight music for the induced. Put on 
a pair of blue blockers and take a mini 
road trip; before you know it, you’ve 
forgotten that you have bills to pay and 
your girlfriend’s being a nasty bitch. 
Isn’t that what we’ve all been looking 
for this summer? Headless Machine of 
the Heart is musical morphine for the 
mind, and it’s hard not to get addicted. 
–Lyuba Basin

krisiun
Southern Storm
century media
street: 08.05
krisiun = your head + a blender + 
the purée button
There have been a multitude of great 
death-metal releases thus far this year, 
although none so far have truly blown 
me away. Yes, we’ve had new records 
from the top-tier of Swedish death 
metal, Unleashed, dismember, and 
Grave. American efforts haven’t been 
really strong, mostly deathcore, with 
the exception of a new deicide album. 
However, none of them compare to 
the latest from Brazil’s Krisiun. From 
the first track in, you are in uncharted 
territory here for the band and the 
genre alike. To best describe this latest 
offering from these Brazilian masters 
of metal, I’d say it’s a fair mix of the 
unbridled and relentless speed of the 
band’s early albums, although the 
album does conjure fond memories of 
the great Conquerors of Armageddon, 
then some of the groove of the band’s 
last full-lengths, Assasination and Works 
of Carnage. That said, when you didn’t 
think death metal could get any more 
brutal, along comes this album. Riddled 
with technicality unseen from Krisiun, 
amongst the speed and great riff 
creation there is an astounding display 
of guitar leads and solos. Acclaimed 
for being one of the fastest death-
metal bands in existence, they live up 
to those expectations. It’s almost as 
if when they went to mix the record, 
somebody hit the fast-forward switch 
accidentally. This is a definite album-of-
the-year contender and a breath of new 
life into the death-metal scene for 2008. 
–Bryer Wharton

left to Vanish
Versus the Throne
lifeforce records
street: 07.22
left to Vanish = bloodhasbeenshed 
+ A life once lost + betweenthe-
buried and me
Jug Jug Jug. Jug Jug Jug. That makes 
up about 75 percent of this album. It’s 
pretty straightforward, extreme metal-
core death stuff that the kids are going 
wild about these days. It’s the other 
25 percent that really counts, when it 
comes down to it. So, how does Left to 
Vanish fare? Since they are obviously 
not trying to reinvent the wheel, they 
are doing pretty well. There are some 
catchy melodic interludes and some 
quirky guitar riffs and vocal change-
ups thrown into the mix to make things 
a little more interesting. It’s apparent 
that they are aware of the conventions 
of this genre and are trying at least a 
little bit to reach beyond that. Left to 
Vanish isn’t treading new ground, but 
the ground they are treading they tread 
competently and without as much 
monotony as their peers. Plus, the 
artwork on the album is pretty badass. 
–Peter Fryer

lindstrøm
Where You Go I Go Too
smalltown supersound
street: 08.18
lindstrøm = m83 + the Field + 
mannheim steamroller
Patience: something that has been 
lacking from the latter days of electronic 

beats. Lindstrøm, i.e., hans-Peter 
lindstrøm, probably never drinks 
coffee or does meth or does anything 
the kids do these days to speed up 
their life. I’m guessing it’s due to the 
slow sunrise on winter days in Oslo, 
or maybe he’s just one chill bro who 
knows that slow and steady wins the 
race. Where You Go I Go Too contains 
three tracks expanding across 55 
minutes of psychedelic post-electronic 
landscapes. The chord changes are 
surprisingly traditional, even new-age 
sounding, but with an indie-electronic 
edge. There is nothing surprising or 
jolting about the orchestration, but it is 
definitely consistent and intoxicating. 
Like standing on a moving walkway for 
hours at a time. –Andrew Glassett

loxsly
Flashlights EP
self-released
street: 08.05
loxsly = belaire + more testoster-
one + Am syndicate
It’s always a pleasure to hear another 
Austin band that pleases me the way 
bands like explosions in the sky do. 
However, these guys are nothing like 
Explosions in the Sky. I’m not even sure 
why I just compared the two. However, 
this band is pretty awesome. Losxly 
started out as the solo project of Cody 
Round, a Waco native who recorded 
lo-fi tracks in his home with keyboards 
and various samples. These experi-
ments eventually turned into a record 
that was released in 2003. Fast-forward 
8 years from the humble beginnings to 
now and you’ve got a 5 piece collective 
based in Austin that creates pop pieces 
that strikingly incorporate sinister lyrics 
that aren’t expected. What I’m trying to 
say is I wasn’t expecting to hear songs 
about carnivores and poison by these 
guys. Ground’s unique voice really sets 
this band apart from others of the like. 
I really enjoyed this EP, which gives a 
taste of their next LP slated for a later 
time. –Tom Carbone Jr.

maniqui lazer
I Learn Everything on TV
soundsister
street: 08.15
ml = chinese stars + Agape + 
XbXrX
The modern sound of punk that has 
been festering for years in San Diego 
inside the likes of the locust, the 
Plot to blow Up the eiffel tower, 
and 31G records’ roster has found its 
way past customs and infected Mexi-
cali’s Maniqui Lazer. Three seemingly 
pleasant boys now succumb to fits of 
screaming, dancing, and demolish-
ing electronic instruments to a catchy 
drumbeat. Once exhausted, they 
twiddle knobs on keyboards to create 
sparse instrumentals here and there, 
which all descend into confusion. At its 
apex, the disease turns the boys into 
suave killers. They charm and sexify 
their victims with cryptic, spoken lyrics, 
then slice them to bits with a knife 
pulled from behind the bass guitar’s 
neck, while the music blasts into ca-
cophony and the crowd burns down the 
building. –Nate Martin
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me First and the 
Gimme Gimmes
Have Another Ball!
Fat Wreck chords
street: 07.08
me First = the World’s Worst/best 
cover band
This album is dumb. Of course, if 
you’ve heard any of the past output of 
Me First and the Gimme Gimmes, you 
already knew that. Billed as Me First’s 
“Unearthed A-Sides Album,” Have 
Another Ball! is just a whole lot more of 
the same. Again, if you’ve heard more 
than one Me First song, you prob-
ably already knew that. If you’ve ever 
wondered what crappy songs by John 
denver, neil diamond, and barry 
manilow would sound like if played by 
a mid-’90s pop-punk band (and who 
hasn’t?) then this is the album for you! 
While sped-up cover versions of “Only 
the Good Die Young” and “Coming 
to America” are entertaining once or 
twice, it seems like this joke of a super-
group (featuring members of noFX, 
lagwagon, and swingin’ Utters) 
should be putting their efforts towards 
something equally dumb, but more 
original and entertaining. –Ricky Vigil

michael dean damaron 
& thee loyal bastards
Bad Days Ahead 
in music We trust
street: 08.12
michael dean damaron & thee 
loyal bastards = drive-by truckers 
+ i can lick any sob in the house 
+ more ass-kickin’
Michael Dean Damron, also known as 
the frontman of I Can Lick any SOB in 
the House, has unleashed Bad Days 
Ahead, his solo follow-up to Perfect Day 
for a Funeral. This is admittedly my first 
listening pleasure for any of his material 
and it’s great fun. Mike D.’s songwriting 
is fluid and the mix of rocking songs 
and ballad-type tunes is well balanced. 
His lyrics for every song tell a story and 
are poetic for a county/blues/rock musi-
cian, which means they’re pretty damn 
poetic, in a sense. There is nothing ab-
normally deep about them, they’re just 
simple and pleasing. His voice alone 
croons and weaves intricate styles, and 
the diverse playing and wide array of 
instruments make for something that 
any musician would love to conquer. I 
could easily listen to this album all day, 
and in fact, today I have been. It’s just a 
blast—soothing or just relaxing yet fully 
rocking. Immerse yourself in Damaron’s 
melodies, grab a PBR on a hot day and 
chill. –Bryer Wharton

nico muhly
Mothertoungue
brassland
street: 07.22
nico muhly = John Adams + robert 
Ashley + michael daugherty
You can usually anticipate the quality 
of talent by the thickness of an artist’s 
press packet; Nico Muhly’s is huge and 
he namedrops like a pro (i.e., Antony, 
Philip Glass, björk and her husband). 
Certainly, the music of this Julliard 
graduate with a string of commissions 
“that would be notable for a composer 
twice his age” is technically fascinating, 
but there are two glaring problems: He 
falls into the category of “trained com-

poser gets sick of schoenberg, writes 
tonally with lots of pop hints, finds favor 
with people with 1) money 2) enough 
brain meat to have opinions 3) a desire 
for something different, but not too 
different)”. Worse though, Muhly treads 
in nearly the exact steps of the previous 
guys who fit this bill during the past 40 
years (see above-mentioned artists) by 
churning out an imitative remix of Down 
Town Minimalism meets Ashley-esque 
opera. Wearing your influences on your 
sleeve is one thing, but come on, man. 
–Dave Madden

Perhapst
Perhapst
in music We trust
street: 08.19
Perhapst = cat stevens (just a hint 
in the vocals) + elliot smith + indie 
rock + indie pop + tinges of alt 
county
decemberists (and former stephen 
malkmus & the Jicks, elliot smith) 
drummer John moen emerges 
from behind the drums for his solo 
debut with the self-titled Perhapst, and 
perhaps this record will win your heart 
over the way it has mine. Each of the 
11 tracks has a different vibe; some 
rousing, some solemn, some whimsi-
cal, exuberant, carefree and earthy, 
while others combine elements of each 
within a single song. Moen’s vocals 
hit on many of the same levels as the 
instrumentation of the songs, creating 
individuality for each, yet binding them 
all together by the same token of 
originality and uniqueness. Some of the 
catchiest and most infectious tracks 
include “Quote,” “Blue Year,” “Incense 
Cone,” “Alamand,” “Bornless One” 
and “Aren’t You Glowing.” Perhapst 
is a layered album, with much to be 
discovered and appreciated in each 
listen; that being said, I’d recommend 
listening on repeat for the first several 
plays. –Jeremy C. Wilkins

Polysics
We Ate the Machine
myspace records
street: 08.19
Polysics = devo + Poison + elec-
tric eel shock 
Haha, MySpace Records. Did you see 
that Pennywise is now on MySpace 
records? I guess things change when 
there are mortgages and child support 
to pay. Lucky for us, Polysics is a good 
fit for Myspace, mostly because they 
aren’t from the U.S. and because they 
could possibly be a freakin’ machine. 
I’m sure tom saw them in concert and 
just had to tie that one down. Their live 
show is completely mesmerizing, but 
may not help with the stereotype that 
Japanese people are computers walk-
ing around. This album sounds like a 
PC that wishes he was born a MAC but 
can’t change, so instead is rebelling 
by listening to punk rock. I am also 
surprised with how much Polysics have 
incorporated metal into their sound. 
The music is ridiculous/fatuous, but for 
some reason, gives me goose bumps. 
Maybe not the best album to be listen-
ing to on a day-to-day basis, but their 
live show is an absolute must. –Andrew 
Glassett

reverend Peyton’s big 
damn band

The Whole Fam Damnily
side one dummy
street 08.05
reverend Peyton’s big damn band 
= charley Patton + mississippi 
John hurt 
To start off, how many bands do you 
know of that use a washboard and can 
actually get away with it? I can name 
one, and I bet you’ve got none. Now 
with that in mind, travel to the deep ol’ 
South with me and I’ll show you The 
Rev and his Big Damn Band. I have 
never wanted to take down a bottle of 
moonshine and chew some tobacco 
as bad as I did after listening to this al-
bum. With a track titled “Your Cousin’s 
on COPS,” you’re probably thinking this 
is an album for the hicks, but you’re 
horribly mistaken. The Whole Fam Dam-
nily is a true-blue authentic Southern 
blues album compacted with soul and 
innovation. If it wasn’t for watching 
this band perform live, I would have 
never been turned on to the old sound. 
Hallelujah to you, Reverend Peyton, 
hallelujah to you! –Lyuba Basin

romans
All Those Wrists
black market Activities
street: 06.10
romans = converge + coalesce 
+ isis
Back when I was in high school, it 
was quite trendy to try and sound like 
Converge (Petitioning the Empty Sky/
When Forever Comes Crashing era). 
But lately, I haven’t really heard that 
comparison. (Who could’ve tried to 
sound like You Fail Me or No Heroes 
anyway?) Instead, it seems like heavy 
music has kind of split into two camps: 
you are Myspace chug/revival/melodic 
or you are doing something out in 
left field. Romans are trying to take 
elements from some of those left field/
unique bands and throw them on top of 
convention. For the most part, it works 
pretty well for them. There are some 
sludgy and melodic parts, some mod-
ern punked-up Converge-esque pieces 
and then some more typical metalcore 
syncopated sounds. It all works fairly 
well; it just doesn’t grab interest the 
way it should. My other gripe with the 
album is the recording sometimes 
sounds like it was filtered through a tin 
can. However, with a little more polish, 
this band could be going truly unique 
places. –Peter Fryer

the rotted
Get Dead or Die Trying
metal blade records
street: 06.30
the rotted = Gorerotted + Prosti-
tute disfigurement
First, Gorerotted became a bit less 
brutal; now they’ve decided to change 
their name to the rotted and move 
toward a new direction. Full of play-on 
song titles and a good helping of fairly 
melodic death metal, The Rotted don’t 
exactly disappoint me with this release. 
Oh sure, they aren’t the goregrind band 
they used to be, but I think I like the 
fact that they’ve moved beyond that 
one-trick pony, even if it’s just over to 
a different pony. The lineup is still the 
same, including John Pyres of the 
“decent cradle of Filth era,” who I’m 
convinced is responsible for a great 
deal of their solid songwriting. All but 

two instrumental songs are filled with 
fast-tempo, aggressive death metal that 
won’t exactly make waves in the scene, 
but doesn’t feel like it’s trying to re-live 
the glory days again. If you want a solid 
40 minutes of relentless no-brainer 
metal, this is a decent release. –Conor 
Dow

scar symmetry
Holographic Universe
nuclear blast 
street: 07.08
scar symmetry = soilwork + mer-
cenary + strapping Young lad
First impressions: Scar Symmetry 
sound a hell of a lot like what Soilwork 
has been doing their last few albums, 
although the prog metal vibe is much 
stronger and prevalent. Holographic 
Universe, like the band’s other records, 
is nothing to get blown away by, but it’s 
nothing to shake off as an imitator or 
something lackluster. When the band 
is in prog metal mode, the music soars 
and the clean vocals have a great 
range; it’s just when there is this sort 
of death growl singing when things run 
into mediocrity. Also, the rehash factor 
is big on this record. A few songs in, it 
seems as if you’ve run into the same 
melody before. Even guitar solos start 
to sound the same after a while, which 
suggests a lack of sturdy songwriting 
or just plain old ideas. It’s troubling 
to see what audience Scar Symmetry 
is trying to tap into; modern melodic 
death metal fans will stick to Soilwork 
and In Flames, and as far as prog 
metal fans go, I think the most death 
growls they can stand in their music is 
most likely in Mercenary. Weaknesses 
aside, the record is entertaining for an 
occasional listen; repeated ones will 
tire any seasoned metal fan out quickly. 
–Bryer Wharton

the shaky hands
Lunglight 
holocene music and kill rock stars 
street date: 09.09 
the shaky hands = kings of leon 
+ clap Your hands say Yeah + the 
Who
This indie-rock, jangle-pop album is the 
lovechild of Kings of Leon’s Because 
of the Times and Clap Your Hands Say 
Yeah’s Some Loud Thunder. It’s the 
perfect album to throw on when you’re 
cruising up the canyon for a summer 
hike or while you’re drinking a beer on 
the porch. Although it’s been said that 
Lunglight is “darker” than their previ-
ously released self-titled debut album, 
it seems that they’ve merely developed 
a more rock n’ roll feel instead of 
that sugarcoated, smile-while-you’re-
dancing-but-don’t-really-think-about-
what-you’re-listening-to type of music. 
Granted, it’s not an extremely innova-
tive album—The Who went there with 
My Generation over 40 years ago and 
Kings of Leon has been doing it since 
2003—but that’s not to say that it isn’t 
worth listening to. True, the guitar riffs 
and drum beats are pretty repetitive, 
but this makes their songs catchy 
rather than annoying. The vibe is good 
and these guys have really come a 
long way since their last album. Listen 
to the tracks “Loosen Up” and “We Are 
Young” for an especially groovy time. 
–Erin Kelleher
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sieges even
Playgrounds
inside out
street: 07.29
sieges even = rush + Fates Warn-
ing + dream theater
Well, this live album from longtime 
progressive metal band Sieges Even is 
the first music i’ve ever heard from the 
band. This fact makes the live aspect 
of the record hard to judge. The music 
is highly jazz inspired in its bass lines 
especially. With that fact, one can only 
speculate that a live album would bring 
massive amounts of room for impro-
visation from the original sounds of 
the songs. The live element, however, 
seems to be missing. The crowd noise 
is next to nothing; usually you just hear 
it with song beginnings and endings. 
The music, however, is tight and enjoy-
able, although if you have no desire 
or interest in prog metal, you’d really 
have no interest in actually hearing this. 
At times, the lyrical direction runs into 
Christian realms, which I don’t think is 
intentional, but it reminds me a lot of 
listening to those cheesy upbeat Chris-
tian rock bands. Basically, the highlight 
of this live record is the incredible and 
technically proficient bass lines; other 
than that, it sounds like a hell of a lot of 
other progressive bands and can wear 
thin rather quickly. I’d have to say this 
album is definitely a fan-only record. 
–Bryer Wharton

the slow Poisoner
Roadside Altar
rocktopus
street: 07.01
the slow Poisoner = david bowie 
(little bit) + Ghostwriter + the Pine 
hill haints
The one-man band is an anomaly to 
me. More of a performance art piece 
than musical act, it’s rarely done well, 
and I do have to say that The Slow 
Poisoner got my blood up when I saw 
his gothic vaudevillian flair. Accom-
panying the CD is a press kit full of 
cartoons and comics which intrigue the 
hell out of me. Caulked full of headless 
chickens and one-eyed skulls, not to 
mention ads for the Poisoner’s own 
miracle tonic, made with pure Egyptian 
oil. After perusing all this, I get to the 
actual music, and I have to say, what 
a letdown. Not that there aren’t some 
odd goodies like the song “Eye Hand 
of the Carolinas,” which made me 
ponder the twisted mind that created 
such a tune, and the blues folk track 
“TB Blues,” which evokes a strange, 
sad atmosphere. But so many of these 
songs are weird for the sake of being 
weird and never really get around to 
pulling the listener in. I do have to say 
that actual production is better the any 
other one-man-band record I’ve heard, 
but once again, that’s the problem: with 
just a guitar and a kick drum, there’s 
very little subtle nuances to grab you. 
Maybe the Poisoner’s live show is bet-
ter. With a style he’s created which is all 
his own I can’t imagine you’d ever see 
anything like it—like I said, I think this 
is more of a performance-piece thing. 
–James Orme

telepathique
Last Time on Earth
the control Group
street: 08.05

telepathique = stereo total + 
m.i.A. + breakbeats
The comparison to Stereo Total 
is uncanny; guy DJ, woman singer, key-
board-driven, culturally tinged electro-
pop. Telepathique is from Brazil, Stereo 
Total is from Germany, and both sound 
as if they have come from France in the 
late 90s. i wouldn’t necessarily say they 
sound dated; the tiniest infusion of Bra-
zilian rhythm makes Telepathique stand 
out amongst the onslaught of electronic 
beat music. This is the best kind of 
bedroom album, accompanied by the 
sweat and frustration of using a space 
that isn’t a proper studio but making 
it sound like it is. The two members 
of Telepathique aren’t newcomers by 
any stretch—Erico Theobaldo (aka DJ 
Periferico) remixed a song for Brazilian 
cult film City of God. Thankfully, there is 
no child violence on this release, only 
a sweet breakbeat refreshment from 
a genre that has gone the way of the 
banger. –Andrew Glassett

tilly And the Wall
O
team love records
street: 06.17
tilly And the Wall = tegan & sara 
+ Yeah Yeah Yeahs + shirley 
temple
O sounds more like the Yeah Yeah 
Yeahs or Peaches than Tilly and the 
Wall. The band hasn’t changed their 
optimistic attitude and it worked in 
their favor. Even though the album 
contains more aggressive tracks than 
their previous efforts, Tilly And The Wall 
maintain an innocent approach to indie 
rock. Tracks like “Jumbler” and “Dust 
Me Off” show off their ability to write 
catchy hooks and fun melodies. This 
album makes it obvious why they tour 
with CSS and lightspeed champion. 
–Cody Hudson

Valient thorr
Immortalizor
Volcom
street: 08.05
Valient thorr = holy shit!!
Oh my God, these dudes are clas-
sic. Ha!! it’s like the epitome of what 
Guitar hero 4 is going to be. I can’t 
believe people make music like this 
and that other people buy into this 
shit. It’s astounding. This sounds like 
a commercial for a black sabbath 
disrespect-athon. There are so many 
classic heavy-metal rock bands out 
now like this and they all sound exactly 
the same. One day, Jesus Christ is 
going to come back and bust all these 
doofy-ass bands right in the face for 
being lame-o. The most entertaining 
thing about Valient Thorr is the booklet 
with some sweet pics of five hairy, 
sweaty dudes grinding and getting 
all caveman on each other on stage. 
Foolishness!! –Jon Robertson

Whitechapel
This is Exile
metal blade
street: 07.08
Whitechapel = cephalic carnage + 
carnifex + the black dahlia murder
Frankly, I’m surprised Whitechapel 
has had time to record a new record. 
Since the band made their debut on 
Metal Blade records last year, they 
have pretty much been touring relent-

lessly. So what is different in a year for 
the band? Well, the technicality in the 
music has increased. The band still 
plays deathcore fast and furious. The 
new tunes are just as fast as the old 
and in fact more brutal, with help from 
a thicker production sound and likely a 
year’s worth of experience. Thankfully, 
Whitechapel does what they do well 
and don’t fully fade into obscurity in the 
realm of other deathcore and metalcore 
bands; the sound comes off as fresh 
despite a vocal performance that 
sounds oh-so-familiar in comparison 
to many other artists. The guitar work 
and songwriting, especially in the riff 
department, has gotten much better 
than before; the guys’ live shows must 
be that much more entertaining to 
watch. Congrats guys, on getting bet-
ter, not worse, successfully smacking 
the sophomore syndrome in the face. 
–Bryer Wharton

Wire
Object 47
Pink Flag
street: 07.15
Wire = Post-punk originators
While the majority of reunions are 
artistically disappointing and quickly 
become sticky sweet-nostalgia exer-
cises, Wire return with their second 
full-length post-break-up album and 
remind us that it’s never too late for a 
second stroke of genius. Call Object 
47 Wire’s pop record; as such, it took 
a couple listens before I could get my 
head around it, but my patience was 
rewarded. Opening track “One of Us” 
is an absolute classic; colin newman 
has rarely sounded better. Closing 
track “All Fours” also proves there’s 
still some venom left. Sadly, it should 
be noted that guitarist bruce Gilbert 
appears nowhere, making this the first 
proper Wire album without all of the 
original members (some may recall the 
Wire project when drummer robert 
Gotobed gave his job to a drum ma-
chine before returning as robert Grey 
in 1999). Gilbert’s absence is notable in 
that throbbing bass lines dominate the 
majority of the album, with guitars play-
ing second fiddle, and the album lacks 
any epic sonic experimentation that 
tended to sneak into Wire’s previous 
work (much like 2007’s Read & Burn 
03 EP where Gilbert was also mostly 
absent). –Ryan Michael Painter

Various Artists
The Reprogramming Project
Plastic sound supply

street: 07.15
The Reprogramming Project = 
space time continuum + newer 
scorn
You can’t churn out lazy IDM and 
expect anyone to care anymore—this 
isn’t 2001! Yes, following the “crisp 
beats/chimes/glitch” formula will as-
suredly earn you a slot on some iTunes 
Internet station and loads of Burning 
Men/Women fans that just discovered 
that you can dance to this genre, but 
if you want to convince the real fans, 
you need to innovate. This compilation 
gathers three Denver-based artists 
who offer originals and collaborative 
remixes, music best compared to 
pioneers Plaid (with whom they have 
worked) and bola. The problem is that 
the trio (Wayne Winters, cacheFlowe 
and scaffolding) have nothing to 
offer but a predictable cliché of the 
abovementioned formula, cyberpunk 
samples, lackluster strings, bleeps 
and stuff that sounded fresh before 
5000 laptop musicians did the same 
thing. New art usually happens at the 
beginning and end of a particular era: 
I guess IDM isn’t waving goodbye yet. 
–Dave Madden

Various Artists 
Solos in Stereo II
solos
street: 07.15
Solos in Stereo II = keak da sneak 
+ madlib + cloUddeAd
Solos in Stereo II is the latest com-
pilation from Bay Area label Solos, a 
collective with as much in common with 
Anticon as it does with Oakland’s Sick 
Wid It Records, or southern neigh-
bors Stones Throw, or further east at 
Ghostly—you get the picture. Javelin’s 
“I’m a Kidputer” stomps like an rZA 
instrumental geared for odb during his 
surf phase; roche, Pugslee Atomz 
and Wes restless cruise over a piano 
and chipmunk voice beat like snoop 
meets isaac hayes on “Only When I 
Dream”; CB Radio pops and locks to 
the influence of kid 606 and Brazilian 
disco; Roche returns once again with 
livingston Gains who rhymes about 
ian curtis, then spits “I’ve lost control, 
again” to a steaming, distorted crump 
beat; “Conscience observer” finds 
Jovian and 10z bouncing in a six fo’ of 
crisp hats, snaps and flute loops. solos 
is further proof that Afrika bambaataa 
continues to mess with the fluoride in 
Oakland’s water supply. –Dave Madden 
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bomb the suburbs
William Upksi Wimsatt
soft skull Press/counterpoint 
[street: 4.15.08]
Originally published in 1994, Bomb 
The Suburbs is a collection of hip hop 
articles written to defend and define a 
culture transitioning out of what was 
then a means of political statement into 
the watered down commercial version 
of hip hop culture we see today.  Wim-
satt writes articulately and intelligently 
about a subject that he obviously knows 
a great deal. Wimsatt tackles racial 
issues, graph safety and method, and 
discusses hip hop music as a genre.  
Motivated by suburban development, 
the blatant separation of classes, and 
an overall disregard for inner-city dwell-
ers, Wimsatt calls for a strike on the 
suburban lifestyle.  Not asking for the 
literal “bombing” of the suburban neigh-
borhoods that surround the outskirts 
of any large city, “Bomb the suburbs 
means let’s celebrate the city…. Let’s 
stop fucking up the ghetto.  Let’s start 
defending it and making it work for us.”  
–Ben Trentelman

Jim Goad’s Gigantic 
Book of Sex
Jim Goad
Feral house Publishing [street: 
Aug. 2007]
Jim Goad presents everything you 
could possibly ever want to know (and 
even some things you would prob-
ably be better off not knowing) about 
everyone’s favorite taboo time-killer in 
this book. Jim Goad’s Gigantic Book 
of Sex lives up to its name and then 
some. There are articles, essays and 
even amusing images all about sex. 
The book is divided into four sections: 
fake, real, personal and opinion, and 
Goad fleshes out each section nicely. i 
laughed, grimaced in disgust and even 
learned a few things while perusing 
this book. Don’t look to this book for 
advice on how to woo members of the 
opposite sex, but casually leaving the 
thing out on your coffee table at your 
next party will spark up a conversation 
and may even get you laid. 
–Jeanette Moses 

My Mother Wears Com-
bat Boots: A Parenting 
Guide for the Rest of Us
Jessica Mills
Ak Press [street: 12.2007]
This book covers such a broad 
range—birth to age 5—that it is best 
appreciated as a starting point rather 
than specific advice. let’s focus on the 
positives first: it started as a collection 
of columns from Maximum Rock n’ Roll, 
and the chapters that focus specifi-
cally on being a musician and a parent 
are probably what set this book apart 
from other parenting books. Two other 
chapters stand out: one on setting up 
a cooperative childcare group, and 
the second on setting up an alterna-
tive preschool. Most of the remaining 
chapters are a pretty standard mix of 
childcare advice and memoir. The au-
thor is honest about her shortcomings 
when ideals and reality clash, but she’s 
still as preachy as some of the other 
“mainstream” parenting guides, if not 
more so. i have two main gripes: first, 
for all her talk about parents sharing 
the load equally (and even encourag-
ing women to strike at home if it’s not 
equal), we never see how she and her 
partner work as a team. For all but one 
chapter, it’s just mom and daughter with 
no sight of dad.  Second, there’s a lot of 
talk about letting children be who they 
are and not forcing them to be what you 
want them to be, but still she refuses to 
buy the frilly dresses her daughter loves 
so much. She acknowledges the hy-
pocrisy, but only budges the tiniest bit. 
In all, like many musicians, the book’s 
not bad, but it’s not nearly as good as it 
thinks it is.  –Heidi Bennett      

No Wave: Post-Punk. 
Underground. New York. 
1976-1980
thurston moore and byron 
coley
Abrams image [street: 06.01]
1970’s New York: a time of polemic filth 
and fury with displaced art kids crash-
ing head first into the detritus to form 
bands without which we would have no 
rapture, lcd soundsystem or (insert 
any name here).  Framed around this in-
credible collection of black & whites are 
interviews (conducted by the Thurston 
Moore and writer/editor/et cetera Byron 
Coley) with artists deep in the thick of 
said scene (i.e. James chance, Glen 
branca, ikue mori, robert Quine and 
the ever-verbose lydia lunch), club 
owners, iconic groupies and passers-
by, including brian eno who gives 
his perspective on the immortal Eno 
“produced” No New York compilation.  
Having been active participants during 
this era, the authors do a spectacular 
job of detailing the tenuous camarade-
rie, insular tension and the seeds of No 

Wave’s demise.  Not simply for those 
who know the difference between “No 
Wave” and “New Wave”, the eye candy 
and history lessons make for an illumi-
nating, universally appealing document. 
– Dave Madden

Plays From Behind the 
Zion Curtain
Various Authors
Juniper Press [street: 2008]
This collection of plays written by local 
playwrights and originally produced 
by Plan-b theater company is a 
convenient reminder of all that is humor-
ous, interesting, ironic, and devastating 
about living in the west, and Utah in 
particular.  The writers take on such 
issues as down winders, inconsisten-
cies in political policies, homosexu-
ally in a conservative community, and 
local ghost stories––some enjoy more 
success than others in this endeavor, 
but all with the neighborhood flare that 
makes us proud of our local talent and 
theater companies like Plan-B.  The real 
gems of the collection are Exposed by 
mary dickson, Facing East by carol 
lynn Pearson, and Lavender & Exile 
by matthew ivan bennett.  This is the 
first collection of full-length, original 
plays published by any Utah theatre 
company.  The collection was released 
fittingly in conjunction with slAM’s fifth 
birthday where two of the plays had 
their Genesis.  If you have a knack for 
proofreading, this may not be the book 
for you.  It is riddled with typos.  How-
ever, overall, this book is acknowledge-
ment of our talented local artists.–Kate 
Crawford

Photo Art: Photography 
in the 21st Century
edited by Uta Grosenick 
and Thomas Seeling
Aperture Foundation [street: 
June 2008]
As more and more companies discon-
tinue production of specialty film and 
family-owned photo shops are forced 
to close their doors, all signs seem to 
point to fine-art photography becoming 
obsolete. And honestly, in an age where 
almost anyone can afford a digital SLR 
camera, this book couldn’t come at a 
better time. This mammoth-sized re-
lease from Aperture features a few piec-
es from over 100 of the most impressive 
contemporary photographers. The book 
gives you a nice visual sampling of their 
work without being overwhelming. Also 
included are descriptions that make one 
crave to see more. The list of “amazing” 
would take up far to many pages, but 
Wangeclli mutu, Valerie belin, luc 
delahaye  and Alec soth  were some 
of my favorites. Grab this mini-ency-
clopedia and get ready to be inspired. 

–Jeanette Moses
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Afterimage: the Art of 337
the dada Factory 
street: 06.20
Although the beloved 337 building 
was torn down months ago, fans of 
the project can relive the experience 
while watching Afterimage: The Art 
of 337. This documentary includes 
in-depth interviews with artists who 
worked on the building, building owner 
and project planner Adam Price, and 
those who came to visit Project 337. 
The documentary covers everything 
from the beginning stages of the 
project to the building’s demolition in 
April. Also included is over an hour of 
bonus montage footage of all of the art 
included in the building––just in case 
you didn’t get a chance to check the 
shit out during the two weeks 337 was 
open to the public. Pick up a copy of 
this gem at the salt lake Art center 
for only $15, and while you’re there be 
sure to peep Present Tense: A Post 
337 Project, an exhibit containing work 
by 25 of the artists involved with the 
original 337 Project. Although only a 
vacant lot stands where the brightly 
colored 337 Project exploded onto 
the scene, and the eco-friendly work/
living spaces have yet to be built, this 
DVD captures just how incredible the 
project was and will continue to be. 
–Jeanette Moses

chop shop
koch lorber Films
street: 07.08
This is the story of the street savvy 
Alejandro, a young boy, and his sister 
trying to make it in the big city. He tries 
living and working in a chop shop, 
stealing hubcaps and purses, and 
watching his sister sink into seedy 
prostitution rings.  From the get go it 
is clear that things just aren’t going 
Alejandro’s way, and as the movie 
progresses you hope that things will 
improve. As soon as things start to 
look up, there is inevitably a problem 
waiting to derail whatever progress 
has been made.  Directed by ramin 
bahrani, Chop shop is filmed in the 
familiar style that you almost expect 
from a movie about street-savvy ado-
lescents (like larry clark’s Kids) there 
is a lot of handheld camera work and 
cool looking shots of random inner city 
action like pit bulls barking and people 
fighting.  if you don’t get too weepy 
during depressing movies, or if you 
dig kids saying bad words, this is well 
worth your time.  –Ben Trentelman

control
Weinstein company
street: 06.03.08
ian curtis’ suicide on the eve of Joy 
division’s first American tour has 
always had a mythic quality. It begged 
for exploration and explanation while 
becoming the subject of multiple 

books and was often rumored to being 
adapted for a film by various movie 
studios over the past few years. Based 
on the book Touching from a Distance 
by deborah curtis, Ian’s wife, the 
Anton corbijn-directed Control 
should alleviate any fears Joy Division 
fans may have had about Ian Curtis’ 
story being mutilated by Hollywood. 
Buoyed by striking cinematography, 
outstanding performances and a script 
that aptly reveals the struggles of 
brilliant madness while mapping the 
difficult, determined rise of one of the 
more important bands inspired by the 
revelatory attitude of British punk rock 
Control comes highly recommended. 
–Ryan Michael Painter 

Joy division
Weinstein company
street: 06.17.08
In theory Grant Gee’s documentary 
about the “rise and fall” of Joy Division 
would make the perfect companion 
piece to Anton Corbijn’s film. unfortu-
nately Joy Division, despite involve-
ment from the majority of the principle 
characters (Deborah Curtis is notice-
ably absent) takes a fascinating story 
and makes an unwatchable mess of it. 
The interviews are spliced, paused and 
mutilated to the point where you can’t 
remember if the film is talking about 
Manchester, the band or some other 
tangent. There are intrusive images 
that are to suggest atmosphere, but 
off as disjointed epistles. Were it not 
for the occasional archival footage 
from various live performances I might 
not have made it through the entire 
feature. Thankfully, as a bonus, the 
filmmakers have included an additional 
hour of interviews that hint towards 
what could have been if style hadn’t 
commandeered the story. –Ryan 
Michael Painter 

lamb of God
Walk in Hell With Me
epic records
street: 07.01
According to the press release and 
Web page for this two-disc, five-and-
a-half-hour DvD, the justification for its 
creation is that fans wanted to know 
how lamb of God spend the 22 and 
one half hours of the day they’re not 
on stage. But it’s difficult for me to 
imagine that even the most dedicated 
fan will be able to make it through 
more than an hour of this insipid, self 
congratulatory tripe. I haven’t paid 
attention to Lamb of God since they 
changed their name from burn the 
Priest and leaped out of the DIY circuit 
a decade ago, and I didn’t think much 
of them then. But if you believe the 
press release, Lamb of God is now 
“the biggest band in metal.” The genre 
is much worse off than I thought if 
that’s true, because Lamb of God is 

a perfect example of the current unin-
spired hybrid of glossy, groove-based 
metal and “foodcourt mallcore” I’ve yet 
had the misfortune of hearing. What 
truly takes the cake, however, is that 
this is their fucking THiRD DvD! Hey, if 
you want to watch a bunch of aspiring 
rock stars whine about playing on 
borrowed equipment in Australia while 
their grotesquely untrimmed goatees 
wag, be my guest. But I’d urge you to 
put some fiber in your Heavy Metal diet 
and use the cash you’d spend on this 
two-disk exercise in masturbation to 
buy the new album by Japan’s coffins 
instead. –Ben West

loVe story
start Productions
street: 07.21
The story of Arthur lee and love is 
shrouded in obscurity.  This may be 
because they never had a hit song.  It 
may also be that they never toured 
outside of California.  Still, it could 
be because they were one of the first 
racially-integrated bands in rock his-
tory, at a time when people were still 
nervous about such details.  The reality 
is that it was probably all of these 
things—coupled with Lee’s erratic 
behavior and the band’s increasing 
troubles with heroin.  Still, it is hard to 
keep a good band down, especially 
one that sounds like a punk version 
of the byrds.  This film does much to 
bring Love’s story into the light.  They 
were the first band signed to elektra re-
cords, paving the way for later Sunset 
Strip bands like the doors.  They were 
the house band for Del-Fi records, 
were selling out LA clubs on a nightly 
basis and exuded a sort of ambi-
tion that inspired both Jimi hendrix 
and Jim morrison.  All of that would 
ultimately make the film watchable, but 
the documentary’s true strength is in 
its treasure trove of interviews.  Several 
members of Love, including the late 
Arthur Lee, are given a considerable 
amount of screen time.  We are walked 
through the band’s history—from their 
formation in high school, to their mas-
terpiece recording Forever Changes, 
to the addictions that would ultimately 
lead to their demise.  LOVE Story is a 
fantastic film that recounts the tale of 
one of psych-rock’s most overlooked 
bands.  –James Bennett

noriko’s dinner table
Facets Video
street: 05.27
sion sono’s sequel to his 2002 cult-
classic, Suicide Club, veers from the 
traditional methods of story continua-
tions and obtains the ability to stand 
alone as a solo venture. Modestly inter-
weaving the plots and actions of its 
graphic predecessor, Noriko’s Dinner 
Table tracks the ultimate breakdown 
of the Shimabara family’s lives. When 

Noriko (kazue Fukiishi) decides 
she has outgrown her small town of 
Toyokawa, she is persuaded by her 
online friend to runaway to Tokyo and 
start over, however, she soon finds 
herself brainwashed and working for a 
“family rental” service. Saddened yet 
interested in her sister Noriko’s disap-
pearance, Yuka (Yuriko Yoshitaka) 
follows suit and soon discovers the 
same ill fate. In the end, it’s up to their 
journalist father (ken mitsuishi) to 
locate his two daughters in a city of 13 
million residents. With a running time 
of 159 minutes, it’s hard not to give this 
film some grief in the editing depart-
ment. i’m sure sono felt the film had 
a lot to say…it didn’t. In reality, with 
accurate pacing, the film could be told 
in two hours or less, although, there is 
a lot of great content within the miles 
of unnecessary celluloid. The fact that 
90% of the film is told through narration 
is something you’ll never see in Ameri-
can cinema. The voyeuristic sensation 
as though you’re reading someone’s 
diary completely encompasses the 
viewer into the characters’ distorted 
mind-set. Providing you’re primed to 
mold a couch cushion around your 
dimpled ass for three hours, and 
realize this is not the blood-fest that is 
Suicide Club, you should be good to 
go. –Jimmy Martin

the rocker
twentieth century-Fox
in theaters 07.30
Remember when Tommy Lee was 
kicked out of Mötley Crüe, but years 
later joined forces with three Mickey 
Mouse Club Mouseketeers and they 
all became pop-rock legends? No? 
Maybe it was a dream I had, or it’s the 
central idea to Peter Cattaneo’s The 
Rocker. Starring Rainn Wilson (The 
office) and an array of other NBC 
sitcom personalities, the classic down 
and out story follows Robert “Fish” 
Fishman (Wilson) and his aging dream 
of making it into the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame. Granted, there are a lot of 
laugh-out-loud moments (a good ma-
jority delivered by Jason Sudeikis’ role 
as the band’s manager... “John Len-
non is rolling in his grave to hide the 
boner you just gave him.”), but there 
are also too many dull scenes to keep 
the audience fully engaged. One min-
ute it feels like you’re watching Super-
bad, the next it’s the last five minutes 
of an episode of Full House (remember 
when the cheesy music starts playing 
after Michelle had learned a lesson?). 
Don’t get me wrong; overall, the good 
outweighs the bad. Wilson makes a 
great transfer from television to the 
big-screen, so it’ll be interesting to 
see if his future projects contain more 
adult humor (fingers crossed) or if he’ll 
be stereotyped into the Disney-brand 
giggles. –Jimmy Martin
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Apparently we’ve got ourselves a spirit guide 
of sorts.   Aunt Leona brought us the news in 
full dramatic leona-excito-flutter.   Her white 
Chrysler Le Baron convertible screeched to 
a halt in front of our house, and we heard the 
rapid and distinctive click-click-click of her 
open-toed heels along our front walk as she 
hurried to our front door.   Boo and I were 
sitting in our side garden, just out of view of 
the front walk, so I called out, “Ahoy there 
Aunt Leona.”  At this we heard her pause 
momentarily and then resume towards us 
across the uneven and staggered paving 
stones of our xeriscaped yard.   The first thing 
we saw of her were her long, red press-on 
nails held up and out for balance.  This was 
followed quickly by her particularly fluffy 
hair-do, her shoulder pads and her glowing 
“i-have-juicy-news” smile.  
 As soon as she set eyes on us she breathily 
exclaimed, “oh pets.  You’ve been chosen!”   
Boo and I looked at each other with slight 
apprehension of what Aunt Leona had in 

store for us this time.  Boo cautiously inquired 
“Chosen for what?”  Leona didn’t miss a beat, 
“for guidance, ya know, from a spirit.  Alfredo 
says this spirit is totally into the idea of guiding 
you guys.”   Alfredo is Aunt Leona’s own spirit 
guide who appears to her in the form of a 
messy plate of spaghetti marinara.   It can be 
a bit unnerving when Aunt Leona suddenly 
starts chatting away, or sometimes even 
arguing with empty space, in public.  Leona 
continued, “This spirit is Murgatroid.  Alfredo is 
acquainted with her and had invited her along 
to see the show you guys played at that kill-
the-bees place.”  Leona is referring to the local 
all ages venue Kilby Court and a show our 
band the Weeping Giblets recently played 
there with couscous caboose and the 
soup-Gone-Wrongs.  

“so this Murgatroid spirit lady is a dead flapper 
from the 1920s.  Alfredo says that Murgatroid 
was all hot for rudolph Valentino back in the 
day, and that when Rudy V. suddenly croaked 
it in like 1926 or something, Murgatroid was all, 
ya know, grief stricken so she hopped a train 
and traveled across the country to the Great 
Salt Lake and just, ya know, drowned herself 
in it.”  Leona has a great talent for delivering 
enormously long run-on sentences in a single 
breath.  She continued, “This Murgatroid had 
read that Rudolph and his exotic wife who 
was actually from Salt Lake City would swim in 
the lake on secret visits to Utah.  Apparently, 
when Murgatroid got to the lake she found 

it a lot more difficult to drown herself than 
she’d expected, due to the saltiness of the 
water.  I guess she just wouldn’t sink, and after 
walking forever into the lake, she got only knee 
deep.  Sweet Petutti, can you imagine? How 
frustrating for her!  Funny for us though.  in the 
end she had to kneel down and actually, ya 
know, hold her head under the water.  What 
finally did her in was that she suddenly viewed 
the situation with clarity and involuntarily 
laughed while her head was submerged.  She 
inhaled a billion brine shrimp and croaked.”  

Aunt Leona’s wide smile never wavered or 
dimmed once as she told us this extraordinary 
and somewhat gruesome tale.   And still she 
went on, “So Murgatroid has been wafting 
about and wandering these parts ever since.  
She liked your show and you two in particular.  
She’s sort of, ya know, attached herself to you 
guys.  she could be here right now!”  leona 
turned towards an empty lawn chair and 
said, “Hey there Murgy, how’s it goin?  I once 

dressed up as a flapper for Halloween… it was 
fabulous.”  Without pause, Leona turned back 
to Boo and me and continued, “only thing is, 
ya know, since Murgatroid is a suicide she 
can’t be an official spirit guide.  The official 
guild-thingy of spirit guides wouldn’t allow 
such a thing.  Alfredo says that there’s a new 
movement of renegade spirits doing some sort 
of guerilla spirit guiding … kinda DIY punk-rock 
style guiding totally outside the official league 
of spirit guides.   So you guys can’t, ya know, 
let on that it was Alfredo who introduced you to 
Murgatroid or he could get some sort of spirit 
guide demerits or something.”   As usual with 
Aunt Leona, Boo and I hadn’t had a chance to 
get a word in edgewise.  During a rare pause, 
Boo asked in disbelief, “are you being serious 
Leona?”  

leona was off again – “Totally! Alfredo 
says you can find the old newspapers 
and everything that have headlines like 
‘unidentified exotic Pulled From lake.’   i bet 
you could find them in the library archives.  
He says Murgatroid will be contacting you 
soon.  Has she already?  Have you heard any 
unexplainable charleston music or anything 
like that?”

That bizarre encounter with Aunt Leona was a 
few days ago.  So far neither Boo nor I have 
heard even a peep from the disembodied 
flapper.   

mUrGAtroid: the disembodied FlAPPer
 Filed by Oom
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Friday, August 1
Irony Man, Old Timer – Burt’s
Stacey Board Trio – Washington Square
GBH, Whole Wheat Bread, Krum Bums – 
Avalon
Secret Chiefs 3, Ether – Paladium
Appetite for Deception – Bar Deluxe
Monarch, Killing Carolyn, ECS – Liquid Joe’s
Jeremy Jay, The Republic Tigers, Grizzly 
Pspector, Dead Horse Point – Kilby
The Silence of the Lambs – Tower
The Crystal Method, John Vibe, DJ Juggy 
– Hotel
Millionaires, Hypercrush – Boom Va
Across the Universe – Pioneer Park
Scripted Apology, Drown Out The Stars, 
Prosthetic Heads, Grim Prophecy – Club 
Vegas
Infusion – Alchemy
The Ides O’ Soul – Pat’s
Jam Jam and lindsay’s Going Away Party
Appetite for Deception, Swamp Donkeys – Bar 
Deluxe
Shannon Smith – Tin Angel
Joshua James – Sound
Junior League Care Fair – Horizonte
Alkaline Trio, American Steel– In the Venue
Battle of the Bands – Outer Rim 
Estrago, All Time Ending, Chase the Moment 
– Trapp
saturday, August 2
Farmer’s Market – Pioneer Park
Scary Kids Scaring Kids, Finch, Foxy Shazam, 
Tickle Me Pink – Avalon
Bitter:Sweet, La Farsa, Steady Machete – 
Urban
Son Ambulance, Return to Sender, Almost 
Brothers – Kilby
The Mighty Cash Cats Johnny Cash Tribute 
Band, Wisebird, Osiris – Club Vegas 

Down Right Blues – Pat’s
The Silence of the Lambs – Tower
Black & White, Second Sun, Filo & Peri, Juliotti, 
DJ:K – Rail
Brunch: Lion Fish Trio  – Tin Angel
Ultraviolet Sound, Electric Valentine – Trapp 
Door
Dinner: Gaylen Young – Tin Angel
Darren Thornley, The Bergs – Johnny’s
Junior League Care Fair – Horizonte
Poetry Reading – Cup of Joe
Ghostowne, Dub Reed, Mobile Homiez, Brock 
Peterson Band – Paladium
The ergs!, Punchback, Bombs & Beating 
Hearts, Vancetti Crime, The Mooks – Artopia
Skirt, The Wolfs, The Rubes, Bring Your Guns 
– Burt’s 
The Dwarves, Thunderfist – Bar Deluxe
sunday, August 3
The Cute Lepers, The Powerchords, Avenue 
Rose – Kilby
The sundae shuffle All Women Bike Ride 
– Gallivan
monday, August 4
Saving Able, Revelation Theory, Dreadnought, 
30 Grit slurry – Avalon
The Buckle Busters – City Creek Park
Cute is What We Aim For – In the Venue
Guttermouth – Bar Deluxe
Chris Issak, Sharon Little – Depot
The Front, Shackleton, Resistor Radio – Burt’s
Audrye Sessions, Andy Martin, Danny Wildcard 
– Kilby
tuesday, August 5 
In the Pocket – City Creek Park
Mr. Nicholes, Arc One – Johnny’s
Jennifer Batten – Addicted
Shattered Faith, Hasbeens, Die Shuman 
Bruder, Bloodworm – Burt’s
Wednesday, August 6 

Future of Food – Ft. Douglas Post 
Rehab, Heavy Mojo, DJ Chri Chris – Avalon 
Travis Tritt – Depot
Chase Pagan, Michael Gross & the Statuettes, 
Ben Johnson, Ask For the Future – Kilby
Kill Whitney Dead, Carnifex, The 
Demonstration, With Faith or Flames, Life 
Ruiner – Boom Va
Mickey and the Motor Cars – Bar Deluxe
Talking to Terrorists – Black Box Theatre
My Gay Husband, DJ Taylor – W Lounge
Skychange, The Craving, Twain and Win 
– Liquid Joe’s
Adam Marsland, Pokey LaFarge, The Naked 
Eyes, Sons of Nothing – Burt’s
Charley Simmons – City Creek Park
Labcoat – Johnny’s
thursday, August 7 
Origin, Misery Index, Abysmal Dawn – Vegas
Nada Surf, Tim Fite – Gallivan
The AKAs, The Frantic, Hotness – Kilby
Talking to Terrorists – Black Box Theatre
Fail to Follow, With Arms Raised, Wrong 
Around – Burt’s
Haun’s Mill Massacre – City Creek Park
Manic Hispanic – Bar Deluxe
Origin, Misery Index, Abysmal Dawn, 
Incendiant, Through The Eyes Carrion – Club 
Vegas
Zach Parrish – Tin Angel
Know Your Roots – Piper Down
Friday, August 8 
Crescent Moon String Band – City Creek Park
Baked Beats – Star Bar
Marcy – Cup Of Joe
Katagory V, Melodramus, Fortitude, Blue 
Lights – Club Vegas
Talking to Terrorists – Black Box Theatre
Labyrinth – Tower
Kris Zeman – Tin Angel
FeM Benefit – Trapp Door
Three Reasons, Kevin Burdick, Gorgeous 
Hussies, Jake Jacobson – Liquid Joe’s
House of OM Tour: Colette, Andy Caldwell, 
DJ Heather A Benefit for stand strong Again 
– Elevate
.357 String Band – Bar Deluxe
Spirited Away – Pioneer Park
Mad Max & Sick Cyrus, Dub Entertainment, 
Padrino, Small Town Hustlers – Boom Va
Eric Church – Paladium
Trebuchet – Boing!
Drop Dead Julio – Brewskis
Uncle Uncanny’s Music Festival – Wind Walker 
Guest Ranch
Tragic Black, Cavedoll – Kilby
Legendary Porch Pounders – Pat’s
Garratt Wilkin, The Parrotheads – Depot
The Blare, Eric Openshaw Band, The Desert, 
A Cassandra Utterance, Burnt Orange, Gloves 
for a Tiger, Ex Machina, Lex Hart – Avalon
Entice the Band, Melon Robotics, Broke City 
– Burt’s
slUG localized: Pilot this lane down, 
nine Worlds, reviver – Urban
saturday, August 9 
Farmer’s Market – Pioneer Park
Poetry Reading – Cup of Joe
Takt Funk Groove  – Johnny’s
Massacre At The Wake, Blood Of Saints, State 
Of Insomnia, GodAwful – Club Vegas
Labyrinth – Tower
Master Shredder – Trapp Door
Roney and Hall – Tin Angel
Amadan – Republican
Boomsticks – Pat’s
Mesa Drive, Jackie Camobell, Ask the Future, 
Emme Packer, Swans of Never – Avalon
Mon Marie, Vinyl Williams, The Gorgeous 
Hussies, Black Hens – Kilby
Utah County Swillers – Bar Deluxe
Kottonmouth Kings, Tech N9ne, {hed} p.e., 
Sen Dog, X clan – Saltair
Matt Pryor, Chris Conley, Joel Pack – Burt’s 
sunday, August 10 
Birthday Suits, Fuck the Informer – Burt’s
Zombie Walk – TBA

The sundae shuffle All Women Bike Ride 
– Gallivan
monday, August 11
Aphrodesia – Exchange Place Plaza
The Rising Blues Tour: Gino Matteo, Sherman 
Robinson, Miss Blues – Paladium
Prismatic – Burt’s
Neighborhood Stars, Kaiser Cartel, Coyote 
Hoods – Kilby
The Hand that Bleeds, Monster Sized 
Monsters – Artopia
tuesday, August 12
The Black Hens – Exchange Place Plaza
vicious starfish – Burt’s
Langhorne Slim, Dead Horse Point – Urban 
Dynamite Rocket, Illegal Beagle, Spontaneous 
Kenny – Kilby
Wednesday, August 13 
RX Bandits, Portugal The Man, Kay Kay 
and his Weathered Underground, The 
skaficionados – Avalon
We Feed the World – Ft. Douglas Post
Rebels Advocate, All Systems Fail – Burt’s 
Redemption, Tragic Black  – Club Vegas
PMR – Johnny’s
Movement Forum – Exchange Place Plaza
Nolens Volens – W Lounge
Greensky Bluegrass – Star Bar
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band – Paladium
Horse Feathers, Narwhal Crisis, Navigator, The 
See Through Boy – Kilby
American Hit Men, Ravenhurst, Novaburn 
– Liquid Joe’s
thursday, August 14
Flash Cabbage – Exchange Place Plaza
Bob Log III, Scott H. Biram, Left Lane Cruiser, 
Bob Moss – Bar Deluxe
Slough Feg, Kingdom of Magic – Burt’s 
Talking to Terrorists – Alpine Playhouse
Dirty Vespuccis, Counteractive – Artopia
Steve Lyman – Tin Angel
Master Shredder – Trapp Door
Great Lake Swimmers, Team Mom, Paul 
Jacobsen, The Madison Arm – Kilby
EOTO – Star Bar
Kate Voegele  – In the Venue
Anthony Green, Good Old War, Person L 
– Avalon
happy birthday Jeanette moses
Slightly Stoopid, Pepper, Sly and Robbie – 
Saltair
Clap Your Hands and Say Yeah, Delta Spirit 
– Gallivan
AM Bump – Piper Down
Friday, August 15
Gene Sartain & Friends – Exchange Place 
Plaza
Dr. Strangelove – Tower
oh! Wild Birds, Maybelle’s Musicbox – Burt’s
Bueno Ave String Band – Tin Angel
Talking to Terrorists – Alpine Playhouse
MAIM Corps, SixteenPenny, Such Vengeance, 
Prizm – Club Vegas
Gods Revolver – Trapp Door
Karen Bayard – Alchemy
Gallery stroll – Downtown SLC
Bread and Tulips – Pioneer Park
Sabotage, Megatank – Liquid Joe’s
Ivoryline, There For Tomorrow, Take the 
Crown, This is My Escape, Vinyl Williams 
– Avalon
Joshua Radin – In the Venue
The Lab Dogs – Pat’s 
Azryal, Six Guns Beyond Denmark, Within 
Purgatory, Beneath the Blackened Sky, Tame 
the Bear, Last of the Bloodline – Outer Rim
Son Volt, Bobby Bare Jr. – Paladium 
Red Bennies, Ether, Vile Blue Shades – Kilby
This Time Tomorrow, The Meadows, xVictimsx, 
One Clean Life – Artopia
saturday, August 16 
Farmer’s Market – Pioneer Park
Southerly – Kilby
LadyLand Music Festival – Saltair
Dr. Strangelove – Tower
The Vitals – Pat’s
Drunken Spelling Bee – Trapp Door
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Devil’s Cuntry CD Release, Rockin’ Rob – City 
Limits
Talking to Terrorists – Alpine Playhouse
Paul Boruff – Tin Angel
Leave It to Cleavers vs. Death Dealers 
– Olympic Oval
Cholula  – Johnny’s
James Shook – Paladium
Hieroglyphics, Blue Scholars, Knobody, 
Musab, Prince Ali – Urban
Slippery Kittens Anniversary Party – Bar Deluxe
Spencer Nielsen – Tony’s
Chaotic Awakening, The Theme for a Murder, 
Signora, Never Before – Avalon
Black eyes & Neckties, ¡Andale!, God’s 
Revolver, Nurse Sherry – Burt’s
sunday, August 17 
Faster Pussycat, LA Guns, Bang Tango – Bar 
Deluxe
happy birthday Jeremy Wilkins
Rob Drabkin – Woodshed
Poetry Reading – Cup of Joe
These United States – Kilby
The sundae shuffle All Women Bike Ride 
– Gallivan
monday, August 18 
Natalie Portman’s Shaved Head, Steady 
Machete, The Kristian Head Project – Velour
Green Room Rockers, Dubbed – Burt’s
Koufax, The Lionelle, Standing Solo – Kilby
HURT, Monarch, Dreadnought, Cave of Roses 
– Avalon
Wasatch Music Coaching Academy Rock 
Bands – Washington Square
tuesday, August 19 
Gross National Product – Washington Square
Skychange – Burt’s
T-Beck, Dr. Ill – Johnny’s
Forrth Yeer Freshman – Bar Deluxe
John Nemeth – Pat’s
80s music by DJ Radar, vanessa saphron and 
the Family Jewels – Area 51
Wummin, Ken Critchfield’s seraphim – Kilby
Wednesday, August 20 
Radio Rhythm Makers – Washington Square
Grim Prophecy, 6:1, Gear 77 – Liquid Joe’s
Giant, I Hear Sirens, Theta Naught, CJ Boyd 
– Kilby
LMFAO – W Lounge
Labcoat – Johnny’s
transmission, indie and electro with dJ 
radar and dJ d/c, God’s revolver – Area 
51
happy birthday Adam dorobiala 
The Avett Brothers – Depot
Turdus Musicus, Underminer, Poetica, The 
Logan, Audio Sequence – Burt’s
thursday, August 21
Broken Social Scene, The Big Sleep – Gallivan 
Digital Lov – Washington Square
Swagger – Piper Down
Castaway Party – Trapp Door
80s Flashback with DJ Darren Weight –  Area 
51
Bob Moss – Tin Angel

Immortal Technique, DJ GI Joe, Diabolic, The 
Circle – In the Venue
Drop Dead Julio – Bogeys
Friday, August 22
Blue Sunshine Soul – Washington Square
Nine Worlds, Iota, Kingdom of Magic – Trapp 
Door
Bride and 
Prejudice 
– Pioneer 
Park
Brian Thuber 
& Will Lovell – 
Alchemy
Y&T Shadow, 
Platinum 
Rose 
(featuring 
Charlie 
Wayne former 
Bulletboys) – 
Club Vegas
No Quarter – 
Teazers
The Area 51 
Anthology by 
DJ Jeremiah – Area 51
NAS, DJ Green Lantern, Jay Electronica 
– HarryO’s
The Polaroid’s – Pat’s
A Clockwork Orange – Tower
Caroline – Cup of Joe
Royal Bliss – Liquid Joe’s
Blue Root – Tin Angel
Blackbird Raum, Di Nigunim, The 9/11s, 
Bombs and Beating Hearts – Boing!
Super Hero, Illegal Beagle, Spontaneous 
Kennie, Viewers Like You, 
Suburban Bordumb – Avalon
Head Like a Kite, Trebuchet, Bring Your Guns, 
The Mooks – Kilby
Big Sandy and the Fly Rite Boys – Bar Deluxe
Joe Purdy, Meiko, Jay Nash, The Low Stars 
– Velour
Free Press, Miles Beyond – Burt’s
saturday, August 23
Tribal Fusion Workshop – Suzanne’s School 
of Dance
Soggy Bone – Tony’s
And embers Rose, visions of infinity, Breaux, 
Dead Wife By Knife, Bring on the Night, 
Chelsie Grin – Avalon
Peach Pit – Trapp Door
A Clockwork Orange – Tower
Dusty’s 2nd Annual “Plan For Damage Show” 
– Club Vegas
Carnivale – Area 51
Blues 66 – Pat’s
Acoustic All-Stars – Star Bar
Wonderland – In the Venue
summer of death: slUG summer 
detention – www.summerofdeath.com for 
details
Pilot This Plane Down, Form of Rocket, Loom, 
Gaza – Kilby

GG Elvis – Burt’s
Brunch: Shannon Smith – Tin Angel
Salt City Derby Girls 3rd Birthday Party – Trapp
Dinner: Kris Zeman – Tin Angel
Drop Dead Julio – City Club
Cake Boutique Grand Opening – 1635 

Redstone 
Center
Puddle 
Mountain 
Ramblers  
– Johnny’s
Uzi & Ari 
benefit show 
– TBA check 
Myspace.
com/
Benshepard 
for details
Secondhand 
Serenade, 
My American 
Heart, Play 
Radio Play, 
The Graduate, 
Rookie of the 

Year – Murray Theater
Farmer’s market – Pioneer Park
sunday, August 24
Blind Boys of Alabama – Park City Jazz Festival
Ice Cube – Depot
Louis Logic, The Let Go, Mindstate – Urban
Summer Oasis – Hookah Lounge
The sundae shuffle All Women Bike Ride 
– Gallivan
Acoustic All-All Stars – Star Bar
Poetry Reading – Cup of Joe
monday, August 25
Skeleton Witch, Old Timer – Burt’s
The Future of the Ghost – Exchange Place 
Plaza
Slim Cessena’s Auto Club – Bar Deluxe
The Sweet Revenge – Paladium
The Octopus Project, Indian Jewlery – Urban
tuesday, August 26 
Danger Mouth – Exchange Place Plaza
Rhinoceros, Tamerlane, Cool Your Jets, 
Reflect – Artopia
Georgelife, Bloswick, Simon Eleven – Liquid 
Joe’s
Roma, Drew Latta – Johnny’s
Cringe: Purge – Sam Weller’s
Wednesday, August 27 
Junta Deville – Exchange Place Plaza
I.O.U.S.A. – City Library 
Jim Bianco – Burt’s
DJ Balance, D*tox, Miles – W LOunge
Banner Pilot – Artopia
Laura Gibson, The Sweater Friends – Kilby
Takt – Johnny’s
Showbread, Oceana, Kiros, Rosematter, Lexi 
SayOK, Shark That Got Her – Avalon
thursday, August 28 Neko Case, Crooked 
Fingers – Gallivan
Xillow Jazz Quartet – Exchange Place Plaza 

Thunderfist, Dallas Alice – Burt’s
Shutter Shade Party – Trapp Door
Steve Lyman – Tin Angel
Friday, August 29
John Flanders, Double Helix – Exchange 
Place Plaza 
The Mayfire, Astra Heights, Monte Negro 
– Burt’s
Holding Out – Pat’s
Griffinstock 08: God’s revolver, ¡Andale! , 
the devil Whale – Westminster College
The Hotness – Trapp Door
Valdur, Lightning Swords Of Death, Cave Of 
Roses, Through The Eyes Of Carrion – Club 
Vegas
The Year My Parents Went on Vacation – 
Pioneer Park
Drop Dead Julio – Liquid Joe’s
The Coast, Blue Sunshine Soul, Shadow 
Moses, Neon Trees – Kilby
Goonies – Tower
Lion Fish Trio – Tin Angel
GZA – Urban
saturday, August 30 
Farmer’s Market – Pioneer Park
Xavier Rudd – Depot
Goonies – Tower
Brunch: Roney and Hall – Tin Angel
SCDG Shakers vs. Reno Battle Born Derby 
Demons – Olympic Oval
Dinner: Mudflapp Johnson – Tin Angel
White Light White Heat – Trapp Door
Steady Machete CD Release Party, Three 
Reasons, All Things Ending  – Club Vegas
Labcoat  – Johnny’s
Kris Zeman – Alchemy
Jana Hunter, Lesser Gonzalez Alverez, Stag 
Hare, Chaz Prymek – Kilby
Fire SLC  – In the Venue
Shearwater, Wye Oak, Band of Annuals 
– Urban
sunday, August 31
Eric McFadden Trio – Burt’s
Poetry Reading – Cup of Joe
The sundae shuffle All Women Bike Ride 
– Gallivan
monday, september 1
Happy Labor Day – Wear some White 
tuesday, september 2
Gram Rabbit – Burt’s
Wednesday, september 3
The Gunshy  – Kilby
Taylor, D*tox, Miles – W Lounge
Ratatat – In the Venue
thursday, september 4
Tim Finn of Crowded House – Paladium
Mt. Earie, Guitorchestra, Vanessa Shuput – 
Kilby 
Small Town Sinners – Piper Down
Friday, september 5
Brokencyde, School Boy Humor, Lets Get It, 
Vogue in the Movement, Lexi SayOK – Avalon 
Darker My Love – Kilby
Sonya Dinsdale Art Show – Utah Arts Alliance

BURT’S Tiki
Lounge

• Cheap Drinks
• Cheap Cover
• Cheap Women

726 south State Street • A Private Club

Thurs. 8/28 
Neko Case
FREE SHOW 
The Gallivan 
Center
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